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Anger flares over A.S. budget amendment
Controversy over changes sets off argument

By Jeffrey Mese
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

The Associated Students Board of
Directors voted to postpone approval of
the A.S. Budget for another week. A heated argument over an amendment to the
budget followed.

AS. President Mai ui Charell, Denelle
Fedor, California State Affairs director and
Personal Director Julie Brown, were
attacking an amendment to the budget.
"It looks like this board is deliberately
passing up the students," Clara said.
The amendment stipulates that the A.S.

Controller and FillarD Ciiiiiinittee shall
follow the procedures contained in the
budget. Those procedures give the
Controller the ability to approve requests
for money up to $1,000 without approval
of the AS. Board.
"This is not OK, not acceptable. I’m
pissed," Brown said.
She is mad, she said, because the section
in the budget giving this authority to the

tiller was changed but was presented
as 11 it had not been.
Chartill was concerned that the amendment tyas deliberatelt trying to sneak the
amendmesit
Not math hinges in Bills are obvious
because ttheii tiny are wr null changes are
crossed out and bolded. It is dear what the
lianges are and what is diflerent.
I hat is not the rase with this section,"

Brown said, "they wrote it so it looked pet
fect, like there were no changes. ... I’m
trying to make sure the wool isn’t pulled
over 27,000 students."
Mike Yaghmai, A.S. vice-president, said
the problems with the budget are because
there ha, 1,, ,I ,, I ,ntroller since James
De La
rused from the p051 See Amendment, Back page

Academic
Senate
overhauls
G.E.
Ethnic Studies added
at expense of science
Spuisa Daily SW( Repwl
.11i11111( Senate voted
The SISI
overwhelininglt Monday to overhaul the general education system
in an effort to make life easier for
students.
"The current
G.E.
requirements
are too complex,"
said
Raymond
Lou, associate
vice-president
of undergraduate studies.
In
addiRaymond Lou tion to simpliassociate vice- fying the G.E.
president requirements,
the
board
two
added
new ethnic studies requirements to
the lower division course load and
dropped a science requirement in
order to come into compliance with
the rest of the CSU system. The science department formerly required
one additional class than what the
CSU system required.
"Students take classes they
thought fulfilled the requirements
and some classes didn’t transfer,"
said Lou. "our transfer core will
(now) match the CSU breadth
See Requirements, Page 4
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Presentation examines
alcohol advertising

A people
targeted

pimpa

While past members prepare to compete in this summer’s Olympic
Games in Atlanta, the Santa Clara Aqua Maids aim for the 2000 Games in
Sydney, Australia. Above, member Kari Kreitzer checks to make sure her
face is protected from the sun while Kristina Lum has her headpiece
adjusted. Part of the swim club’s final practice before leaving for a national
competition included trying on costume headpieces.
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By Russell Hall
Spartan Daily Sniff Writer
As the Mexican population continues to increase in California as
well as the entire United States,
alcohol companies continue to bolster their advertising campaigns in
the Latino communities.
Presently, the American beer
industry spends about $2 billion
annually for the cause.
"Latinos are the fastest growing
ethnic group and alcohol companies see them as a new frontier to
aim their advertising towards," said
Maria Alan it, a social science profes.sor at Spill.
The hombardment of these
advertisements, many of them disparaging to Mexican culture and
tradition and the excess of alcohol
outlets in Latino communities was
the focus of Alanit’s seminar in the
Chicano Library Resource Center
on Wednesday.
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Commerce, community at center of language debate

By Leslie Farmer
Spartan Daily Contribudng Writer
LaSi Jul’. the Gag.. ma &aid of Edu; allan
gave school distnas permission to lollow whate;,er
appinach they wish in teaching (Wren who
.speak limited English. It characterized the new
policy as being motivated by practical concerns,
because school districts do not have enough teachers fluent ;n all the languages necessary pry bilingual education. This is the final installment of a
three-part tenet on multilingualism and its effects
on the nation’s students.

See Target, Page 4
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Pitt Iii.. Karsten has had a long career as a
tear lief in San Jose’s schools. She now is the
head of SJSU ’s Community Committee for
International Students and chairwoman of
the English Conversation Group.
International students have to pass the
TOEFL exam to be admitted," she said, "but
this doesn’t mean that they’re conversant
with American slang or that thet iii, hold
up in day-to-day conversation. Out English
Conversation Group is an opportunitt for
students to practice English in a drop-in situation there are no fees, no texts and no

tests.
"In California we already hate a second
language
Spanish. If is hoe
third.
since we’re on the Pacific Rim it should he
an Oriental language.
"My personal opinion about multilingualism is that ii ’’(allis has an official
language and large numbeiis of people also
speak a second language, ii s ui asset to the
culture.
"If you get people who don’t speak fluent
English, it interferes with communication in
a society. There are places where people are

SJSU men
tennis team
to meet
New Mexico State
’Pa..

employed who don’t speak good idiomatic
English it gets in the war of communicaMin and it does create restinmient."
Tern Christensen, a professor in SJSU’s
political science department. said. "Foreign
language speakers are not an issue around
all the United States. They’re an issue in the
Bay Area hut the% ’re not cit issue in Iowa,
which is 95 percent Ns hilt Mid Anglo.
"The English-ords miti,itive reflected the
views of the people who vote, and those
tend to be English speakers.
See Language, Page 4
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The world’s energy can be produced and maintained in a safe manner

Why we should
make the switch
Bs ennifer Johnson
possibility of canThe
cer, leukemia, thyroid problems and
even death is not worth the
risk the energy nuclear
power creates to simply
turn on a light bulb.
While there are several options for safe
and
renewable
energy sources in
the world, government and privately
owned
nuclear power
companies still
insist
their
industry is safe
and cost effective.
But
there is significant evidence to
prove otherwise.
Many studies over a 50sear period
came to the
conclusion
that radiation
inhaled
and
ingested
in contaminated
food
ause
high
percentages of
cancer. These studies are often times refuted by
the government and private plant owners
because the problems are long term and do not
cause "immediate adverse health effects."
Problems ensue from uranium mining, radia-

fru\

tion exposure and unsafe containment of radioactive
materials. Workers who have been exposed to these
elements have a high risk of developing fatal cancer
diseases.
Citizens downwind from nuclear power plants have
been exposed to radiation due to faulty construction
and uncalculated problems with safety procedures.
Two examples are the Three Mile Island reactor partial
meltdown which exposed people within a 200 mile
radius with uncontrollable amounts of radiation in

mental studies teacher.
But it is time to change to a better, healthier future
and convince the nuclear industry to shift gears. We
need to take some responsibility for our futures and
demand safe and efficient energy sources which are
renewable and cast efficient.
Solar and wind, two such energy sources, are already
being used, but they are not receiving enough attention and funding. Both cause little or no pollution,
and both have no detrimental health effects.
Solar energy can be produced to generate home
and water heating and power a vehicle. According to
Miller, solar energy could meet 50 to 80 percent of projected U.S. energy needs by the year 2040.
One drawback to solar energy is the limited amount
of sunlight some places get during certain times of the
year, such as Alaska. Northern California falls within
the moderate availability category, more than enough
to provide adequate energy.
If an aggressive program starts now, analysts project
that solar cells could supply 17 percent of the world’s
electricity by the year 2010, as much as nuclear power
does today, without the serious health implications.
Wind-produced energy is fast becoming a desirable
1979, and the Chernobyl power plant in the Soviet option and is an unlimited source. It is thought to be
Union, which exposed 650,000 people to dangerous the cheapest way of producing energy.
levels of radioactive materials in 1986.
Experts project that by the middle of the next centuMany would argue that valuable lessons were ry, wind power could supply more than 10 percent of
learned for these incidents, but in the book "Living the world’s electricity and 10 to 25 percent of the elecwith the Environment," it is stated: "The Nuclear tricity used in the United States.
Regulatory Commission estimates that there is a 15-45
The opposition comes from animal activists saying
percent chance of a complete core meltdown at a U.S. too many birds are being killed because wind farms are
reactor during the next 20 years." This means that out erected in migratory flight patterns. They say that is a
of 100 reactors running their full life expectancy, 45 crime against nature, but isn’t that what nuclear power
are expected to have a meltdown.
is?
Many scientists have said that there is no safe expoThe sun shines and the wind blows naturally. There
sure to radiation, and the government still insists they is no mining and no damaging properties to ingest.
are wrong. Why?
With some simple lifestyle changes, much of the
Because this is a failing industry that they have devot- world’s energy can be produced and maintained in an
ed billions of dollars in nuclear development and it is economical and safe manner.
just plain hard for them to admit they made a mistake.
Ultimately, these options are better than a life-long
Another factor is that investors stand to lose millions commitment to nuclear waste and the possibilities of
of dollars by dissolving this industry. Money wins over more nuclear disasters. Our lives are worth the switch
to renewable energy resources.
public safety and the public doesn’t have a choice.
Citizens in the United States and in most other
countries have not been asked permission to develop jenniferjohnson is a Spartan Daily .Staff Writer.
and advance nuclear technologies.
"Whether informed about the dangers of nuclear
power or not, most of us live with involuntary radioactiveexposures," said Frank Schiavo, an SJSU environ-

Many scientists have said
that there is no safe exposure to radiation, and the
government still insists
they are wrong. Why?

From the heart

Parents should assume control
:old steered us out of danger.
My father was speechless for a moment and finally
about
Jessica
said I shouldn’t have pulled that stunt and that we
y heart dropped when I read
should be more careful next time. The next time
Dubroff, the
would be when I was 15 and learning to drive.
seven-year-old
My father was relieved we avoided an accigirl whose attempt to tb
dent, but more important, he learned that it was
across the country
not time for me to flirt with learning to drive yet.
came to a quick halt as
When I was 17 years old, I would finally get
single-engine
her
my license and become, if I may say so, a pretty
Cessna 177B plane
respectable driver. But if I tried to drive when I
crashed last week.
was seven, when my feet would dangle off the seat
But what was even
and not even reach the gas pedal, I would be a
more painful to take
danger to other drivers and myself.
was that her senseless
That’s why my father was there to take control of
death could have been caused by carelessness on the
parents, a media overly drawn to a human interest the steering wheel if anything went wrong. I’m sure
story and a willfully blind Federal Aviation that Jessica s flight instructor also took over the controls in the plane’s last few moments before it plunged
Administration.
Little Jessica, whose feet did not even reach the rud- onto the black tar of a suburban roadway.
But were Jessica’s parents and instructor cautious
der pedals, was allowed to try to fulfill her dream of
flying across the continent as long as a licensed pilot enough in planning the flight?
My father would always take me with him at night
was beside her, despite unsafe weather conditions.
When 1 was a little boy, I was also involved in a simi- when there was not much traffic. Jessica found herself
lar situation as Jessica, though not as dramatic and flying in the midst of a cold rain and gusty winds.
Possibly the pressure of pleasing the media, attracting
fatal.
When I was six or seven, my father would hand me attention and encouraging a child to pursue an adult
were the cause to the tragic accident. Let’s
ambition
the steering wheel to his car as! would sit on his lap.
When there was no traffic at night my father would let hope not.
Even the "Guinness Book of World Records" offime steer the car with his hands also on the wheel.
There would come a time when he would finally let cially discontinued its categories for Youngest Pilots in
go and let me control the path of the car. Many times 1989 in an attempt to prevent accidents. Ultimately,
he would show off while he was individually driving Jessica’s parents and instructor should have at least
and put his hands in the air and say jokingly, "No waited until the circumstances were safer.
My father, after the stop sign incident, got a chance
hands, it’s magic."
So, of course, on one of our drives I would shout, to determine that it would be in my best interest to
"Look Dad, no hands ... it’s magic!" If there was no wait to learn to drive until I was 15; it’s too bad that
danger of cars coming at us he would chuckle and tell Jessica’s parents didn’t get that chance.
me to be careful with a worried look on his face.
Well, one night I pulled my no-hands trick and I Eddie Zacapa iS .Spartan IMily columnist
accidentally skipped past a stop sign. The car to the Ills column appears every Thursday.
left of us screeched to a halt. We avoided an accident
as my father assumed control and stepped on the gas.
By Eddie Zacapa

EDDIE
ZACAPA
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Rhetoric will get you nowhere
By Michael Barton
one woman at the "Fight the Right
AsMarch" in San Francisco on April 14 put
it, "Our stories are real. (The right’s)
rhetoric isn’t." Such is the case with Ken McNeill’s
Tuesday column (Flight from Right, April 16)
recounting and slamming the march for what it
surely wasn’t hateful.
Hate is the hallmark of contemporary conservatism. The core of the right is mean-spirited and
fundamentally anti-democratic.
The article dubs protest "anti-American."
McNeill presents a twisted view of a peaceful,
organized march through his interpretation of
"b-second television news clips" just enough
to assure him that the march was hateful, antifamily, and filled with people who didn’t like the
United States.
One man at the march with an American flag
said it was ironic that the the flag had come to
represent the ultra-nationalism of the far right.
He added nothing could be more American than
a protest of the right’s anti-democratic policies
and rhetoric.
I guess! am just missing the logic of statements
like, "(Gloria Steinem) failed to mention that
racist, bigoted, sexist, Christian-phobes have
taken over the other two parties." Other two parties? Are we forgetting that the protest was directed at who is in full domination of the direction of
U.S. policy under the right-wing "revolution"
underway statewide and nationwide?
How can those who have dedicated their lives
to fighting against racism, sexism and the other
"-isms" be responsible for them? The statement,
"These people foster the same hate and racism
they so openly oppose," is meaningless at face
value. Where’s the beef? These comments are as
backward as suggesting the California Civil Rights
Initiative (CCRI) is really like the Civil Rights Act
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and what it intended to accomplish
Twisted.
My criticism about the march is that it was really a glorified pep rally for those already fighting
the right wing, ’but it does not mean I have to
demean it. I just differ on what to do about it. But
we live in a country that endorses free speech and
I understand that everyone has something to add
to the marketplace of ideas. The right, and commentators of the right have a history of spreading
lies to belittle what they disagree with, not the
other way around.
The message of the day was well received by all:
"The radical right’s agenda is not OK" And my
experience in San Francisco that day confirmed
it. Traveling with two photographers and my girlfriend, I took the Cal Train to Downtown San
Francisco. Only a short ride on the Muni to the
rally, we thought. Our trip on the 30-Stockton
took 2 hours and 15 minutes.
On the bus we saw the underbelly of America
that is never seen by the wealthy that run the
country. Remember George Bush mystified by a
grocery store scanner?
From the apparently homeless and alcohol-saturated Vietnam Vets who haven’t bathed in weeks
to the mentally ill people talking to themselves,
one thing is clear: something is wrong in
America. Have we forgotten about these people?
There appears to be no safety net for the downtrodden anymore.
Politics in the U.S. have sunk to a level of
mean-spiritedness that is frightening. And those
who remember the past, like Holocaust survivor
Lore Gilbert (who spoke at SISU recently) are
rightfully scared that the right in America is dangerously close to the rise of fascism in Europe in
World War 11.
Michael Barton is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Opinion Page Policies
All Spartan Daily readers are encouraged to express
themselves on the Opinion page with a Letter to the
Editor, which should be 500 words or less.
Letters or viewpoints must be typed and may be.
*put in the Letters to the Editor box at the Spartan Daily
office In Dwight Bentel Hal room 209
*faxed to (408) 924-3237 or
*mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Page Editor,
School of Journalism and Mass Communications, San
Jose State University, One Washington Square. San Jose.
CA. 95192-0149
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity. grammar, libel and length
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Daily Calendar

Today

Human Resource
Management Association
Election of officers. 4:30p.m.6p.m. Student Union,
Costanoan rm. Call 243-7294.

Asian American
Christian Fellowship
"Be Attitudes II," by Nate
Mihara. 7:30p.m. Student
Union, Almaden rm.
Call 286-6427.

The Listening How
Performances of Russian
vocal music: Tchaikovsky,
Moussorgsky and Glinka.
12:30p.m.-1:15p.m. Music
Bldg., Concert Hall.
(Ian 924-4631.

American Association of
Airport Executives
Meeting. 5:30p.m.
Aviation Bldg., nn 107.
Call 279-50

Okinawan Shorts Ryu
Karate Club
Workout. 4p.m.-5p.m.
Spartan Complex West,
rm. 202. Call 924-8759.

Black Alliance of
Scientists and Engineers
Study night. 7p.m.-10p.m.
Sweeney Hall, rm. 314.
Call 924-8026.

School of Art & Design
Student galleries art exhibits:
Rosario Geis. MFA exhibit;
Tonja Hough, MFA exhibit;
Tina Arrunendolia; BFA exhibit; Scott Mcilroy and Jason
Penning, installation of The
Blue Cube." PeggyDyson, BFA
exhibit; and -20/21 vision:
hindsight, insight, foresight.’
11aJn.-4p.rn. Art Building.
Call 924-4330.

Campus Crusade for Christ
"Nitelife" meeting. 8p.m.
Student Union, Guadalupe
rm. Call 924-7910.
Catholic Campus
Mass. 12noon. John
Millsli
)i)al
Center,195 E. San Fernando St. Call 938-1610.
Citicano Commencement 696
Meeting. 5:30p.m. Chicano
Library Resource Center,
Wahkuist Library North,
third floor. Call 9248079.

Spartan Christian Fellowship
Revival meeting. Noon.
Student Union, Costanoan
rm. Call 267-5787.

Gingen / Latinos
in Health Education
Peer advisement 530p.m.
Duncan Hall, rm. 249.
Call 924-1000.
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Dean of Continuing Education
Selection Committee
Open forum evaluation of
randidate Thomas J Kinney.
1:30p.m.-2:30p.m.
Instructional Resource Center,
rm. 308.(Lunch. Noon.
University Club.).
Call 924-2400.
French Club
Meeting and conversations in
French. 12:30p.m.-1:30p.m.
MacQuarrie Hall, Jazzland
Cate. Call 283-0753.
Gay-Lesbian-Bisexual
Student Support Grow
Meeting. 1:30p.m.-2:30p.m.
Counseling Services, Administration Bldg., rm. 201.
Call 924-5910.
Latter-day Saint Students
Association
Cultural awareness presentation of japan. 12:30p.m.
San Jose Institute, 66
S. Seventh St. Call 286-3313.
School of Art & Design
Student galleries art exhibits:
Rosario Geis, MFA exhibit;
Tonja Hough, MFA exhibit;
run Ammendolia; BFA exhibit; Scott McIlroy and Jason
Penning, instillation of ’The
Blue Cube." Peggy Dyson, BFA
exhibit; and "20/21 vision:
hindsight, insight, foresight"
Ila.m.4p.m. Art Building.
Call 924-4330.
Theatre Arts / Drama
V=Ies of Wrath." 7p.m.
Hugh Gillis Hall, Hal Todd
Theatre. Call 924-4551.
Women’s Resource Center
Open support group.
10:30p.nt. Administration
Bldg., rm. 207. Call 924-6500.

Student California
Teachers Amociation
Presentation on "Sheltered
English’ by Dr. Owen Boyk.
11:30a.rn.-12:30p.m. Sweeney
Hall, rm. 448. Call 249-8519.

Child Development Club
Fundraising barbecue.
11:30a.m.-1:30p.m. CCIARTA
Classroom Bldg.,
’amide
Pet
Call 924-1

’Theme Ans / Drama
Grapes- of Wrath." 7p.m
ugh Gillis Hall, Hal ’IbM
atre. Call 9244551.

Friday
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Missing actress Kidder found dazed
’Superman’ star placed in psychiatric care
GLENDALE (Al’) - Margot kidder. the spunk%
Lois Lane in the "Superman movies, was taken to
a psychiatric ward after she was discovered dazed
and cowering in a suburban back yard. Authorities
found no evidence of foul play.
The 47-year-old Canadian -born actress, who has
battled health and financial problems in recent
years, had been missing for three days when she
was found Tuesday afternoon in someone else’s
yard.
She appeared "frightened and paranoid" and
was in "obvious mental distress," police Sgt. Rick
Young said. Kidder WAS taken to a psychiatric center
at Olive View Medical Center in Sylmar, he said
today.
"She was afraid she was being followed. She was
frightened for her life," \hung told reporters.
We do not feel there has been a crime at this
time. She claimed that she was followed and
assaulted but we found no evidence of that."
Kidder was found crouching and wearing rumpled, soiled clothing and appeared to have cut off
her own hair in an attempt to alter her appearance,
authorities said.
"We asked her who was following her. She wouldn’t say," Young said.
She had scratches and bruises but Young said
police believe she received them from hiding in
bushes after disappearing. He said tests showed no
sign of drugs or alcohol in her system at the time
she was found.
Kidder was last seen at Los Angeles International
Airport Saturday night, waiting for a flight to
Phoenix, Burbank police Lt. Duane Dow said. She
never arrived, and she was reported missing
Monday morning to the Burbank Police
Department.
The man making the report, whom authorities
wouldn’t identify, chose Burbank police just
because their department was close to where he
worked, Sgt. Scott Wilson said Wednesday .Wilson
would say only that the man was a business associate of hers.
Young said police believed Kidder had been wandering around since her disappearance.
He said Kidder had been living in Livingston,
Mont., and was in Los Angeles on business.
Kidder was found behind a well-kept, two-story,
Spanish-style home in Glendale, about 25 miles
northeast of the airport. The home’s owner, Elaine
Lamb, refused to answer reporters’ questions.
Two people who saw Kidder wandering around
the home said the actress appeared to have had her
two front teeth knocked out. But Young said
Kidder had simply lost a bridge.
Michael Glazis, who lives across the street from
the home, said Kidder appeared unkempt.
"When I first saw her I thought she was either
intoxicated or lost," Claus said. "She appeared to
be limping." He said he didn’t realize who she was:
she didn’t look anything like the woman he had
seen in the media.

Camelot’s crown jewels put up for sale

Surgery to make seven-year-old smile
LOS ANGELES (AP) - The
surgeons were all smiles and so was
their patient.
Chelsey Thomas, the girl born
without nerves to help her facial
muscles form a grin, underwent a
full clay of surgery Tuesday, the second part of a delicate procedure
to help her smile by the time she
turns 8.
"As you saw, we all came in smiling," Dr. Avron Daniller said at a
doctors’ news conference Tuesday
night following the 10-hour
surgery. "And that’s for a good reason, because Chelsey just woke up
smiling."
The same surgical team that
gave the Antelope Valley girl a
half-smile after a Dec. 15 operation returned to give the right corner of her mouth a lift.
Preparations for surgery began
about 8 a.m. Tuesday with the first

incision made about 10 a.m. The
surgery concluded at 8:05 p.m.
"The surgical team is extremely
pleased with the results of the procedure and looks fin-ward to seeing facial movement within the
next several months," said Krista
Hershey, spokeswoman for Kaiser
Permanente Hospital in Woodland Hills. Chelsey was listed in
good and stable condition in the
intensive care unit today, she said.
"This is not work we have to do,
this is work we love to do,"
Daniller, a senior plastic surgeon
on the 11 -member team, said.
Doctors removed muscle and
nerve from ( :helsey’s leg and transplanted them to the right side of
her face. After the surgery, doctors
stretched the muscles in the corners of her mouth upward.
The team of physicians was very
pleased with the outcome and had

an optimistic prognosis, Kaiser
spokeswoman Linda Quon said.
"If this procedure works, it will
work forever." Daniller said.
"Chelsey will be smiling 20, 30,
and 40 years from now." The corners of Chelsey’s mouth had
sagged because she was born without the nerve that transmits commands to facial muscles.

NEW YORK (AP) - They’re selling Camelot
piece by piece, and the prices are sky-high: nearly
$50,000 for a tape measure, half a million for a
humidor, and, Wednesday. a $9,200 set of baskets.
Sotheby’s on Tuesday began a four-day auction
of hundreds of objects - including furniture.
china, books and artwork - from the estate ot
Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis.
In front of a crowd that gasped as the pt cc’s
soared, most items sold for well over their preside
estimates. A walnut humidor - a fancy, climatecontrolled cigar holder - that had been given to
John F. Kennedy by Milton Berle was expected to
sell for $2,000 to $2,500. It sold for $574,500.
An oak rocking chair JFK used in the White
House went for $442,500. John F. Kennedy Jr.’s
high chair and Caroline Kennedy’s rocking horse
each fetched $85,000.
This morning’s sale continued to bring spectacular prices tor mundane items. A set if wicker baskets went ha- $9,200. The preside estimate was

5200. A decorated plant -holder fonn the fiirmer
first lady’s White House dressing rogini S4 Ad for
$12.650; the preside estimate was $150.
A metal plate with d decorative border engraved
with the initials "JI.BK" - for Jacqueline Lee
Bouvier Kennedy - was the subject of frenzied bidding and finally went for $25,300. It had ’vett valued at $50 to VOW And tiny Chinese porcelain
dishes, valued at 5100 to $150 each, went for $6,900
apiece. Before the sale, many fans of modest
income had expressed the hope that the china
would remain within their means.
"The sale started and it just took off by itself.,"
said an, IP:neer Diana Brooks, Sotheby’s president
and r likt :secutive dili cr.

Police hot on the trail of Coolio threats
SYDNEN: Australia (AP) - Police are investigating racist death threats against the organizers of an
Australian tour by the Grammy-winning rapper
Promopter Rodney Overby, who is Hack, said he
hired security guards after receiving threatening
letters and abusive plume cal:s.
The threats, apparently made by an unknown
group of neo-Nazis, were also directed at his
Australian partml and an Australian record company owner, Over bv said Wednesday.
The American rap star is scheduled to tour
Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane next month with
the groups Naughty by Nature, House of Pain and
1..V. ’Our security will be tight. We’re not taking any
chances," Overby said.
Coolio, whose 1994 album "It Takes a Thief"
sold over a million records, won a Grammy this
year for the best rap solo "Gangsta’s Paradise.

Record spinner sues Martin for injuries
% lit( ASIA
A
BEA.
C H Va.(Al’
(A
- A dist .jockey is

suing Martin Lawrence fin- $3 million, claiming he
was hit in the head with a champagne bottle after
prop( ising a toast at the "IV star’s bachelor party.
Fentreal Ferebee is seeking $2 million in compensatory damages and $1 million in punitive damages in the lawsuit filed in Circuit Court here.
Lawrence’s publicist wouldn’t comment Tuesday.
Ferebee contends he required stitches in his
head after he was hit with the bottle at Lawrence’s
1995 bachelor party. Police said they did not
believe Lawrence was involved, and no one was
charged.
Lawrence, the star of the tc1,- ision show
Iccrrner Miss
"Martin," married Patricia Suuthall
Virginia-t *SA from Chesapeake. at a \ .: folk hotel
1995
7.
on Jan.

Reynolds keeps her gamble afloat
LAS VEGAS (AP) - Debbie Reynolds’ dream of
running a hotel-casino won’t be sinking after all.
The star of "The Unsinkable Molly Brown" and
dozens of other movies is expected to get a $10 million lettn to keep her company afli tat.
The /can from CS First Boston will enable the
193-room Debbie Reynolds Hotel and Casino to
pay off more than $3.5 million in debts, her son,
Todd Fisher, said Tuesday.
Reynolds. 64, purchased the business in 1992,
installing her collection of minie memorabilia.
"She’s here, dancing her h.: off. night after
night. and not collecting a prim, - Fisher said.

It’s not unusual: Jones to pay suppport
FURL 1...\ I I tERDALE, Fla. Al)) - loutJones is
pay up.
going to hay
The 56-yeiu-old singer lost a court battle to keep
his support payments from rising for a 7-year-old
boy a woman claims is his son.
In 1989 Jones agreed in New York to make
monthly’ payments of $2,791 to Katherine Berkery
until the boy turns 21.
A Circuit Court judge here ruled Tuesday that
the agreement doesn’t hold up in Florida \ either
Jones nor Berkery were in court.
Berkery, 33, of Plantation, tiled a petition in
January asking for more money, saying Jones’
in, rut’ has "SIMI rcketed."

July 8 through July 25

Considering
Law School?
Attend the 10th Annual

Introduction to Law School
"Great program, well worth the investment and time!"
/995 pattdperd Tom Reed

pAe

Considering applying to law school? About to enter law school? Or
interested in learning more about lawyers and the American legal system?
This three-week program provides an inside look at what lawyers do and
what law school is really like. You’ll learn study skills and exam
techniques, lawyering skills and substantive law, and receive information
on admissions arid financial aid, legal careers, and life in law school.

fhP’N-ilay%

Day and evening classes available
Enrollment is limited
All classes taught by full-time law faculty
Registration deadline: June 10
Cost including books and materials: $485
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The world’s energy can be produced and maintained in a safe manner

Why we should
make the switch
By Jennifer Johnson
possibility of canThe
cer, leukemia, thyroid problems and
even death is not worth the
risk the energy nuclear
power creates to simply
turn on a light bulb.
While there are several options for safe
and
renewable
energy sources in
the world, government and privately
owned
nuclear power
companies still
insist
their
industry is safe
and cost effective.
But
there is significant evidence to
prove otherwise.
Many studies over a 50sear period
came to the
conclusion
that radiation
inhaled
and
ingested
in containitiated
Ii 10(1
.111SC

high
percentages of
cancer. These studies are often times refuted by
the government and private plant owners
because the problems are long term and do not
cause "immediate adverse health effects."
Problems ensue from uranium mining, radia-

tion exposure and unsafe containment of radioactive
materials. Workers who have been exposed to these
elements have a high risk of developing fatal cancer
diseases.
Citizens downwind from nuclear power plants have
been exposed to radiation due to faulty construction
and uncalculated problems with safety procedures.
Two examples are the Three Mile Island reactor partial
meltdown which exposed people within a 200 mile
radius with uncontrollable amounts of radiation in

mental studies teacher.
But it is time to change to a better, healthier future
and convince the nuclear industry to shift gears. We
need to take some responsibility for our futures and
demand safe and efficient energy sources which are
renewable and cost efficient.
Solar and wind, two such energy sources, are already
being used, but they are not receiving enough attention and funding. Both cause little or no pollution,
and both have no detrimental health effects.
Solar energy can be produced to generate home
and water heating and power a vehicle. According to
Miller, solar energy could meet 50 to 80 percent of projected U.S. energy needs by the year 2040.
One drawback to solar energy is the limited amount
of sunlight some places get during certain times of the
year, such as Alaska. Northern California falls within
the moderate availability category, more than enough
to provide adequate energy.
IT an aggressive program starts now, analysts project
that solar cells could supply 17 percent of the world’s
electricity by the year 2010, as much as nuclear power
does today, without the serious health implications.
Wind-produced energy is fast becoming a desirable
1979, and the Chernobyl power plant in the Soviet option and is an unlimited source. It is thought to be
Union, which exposed 650,000 people to dangerous the cheapest way of producing energy.
levels of radioactive materials in 1986.
Experts project that by the middle of the next centuMany would argue that valuable lessons were ry, wind power could supply more than 10 percent of
learned for these incidents, but in the book "Living die world’s electricity and 10 to 25 percent of the elecwith the Environment," it is stated: "The Nuclear tricity used in the United States.
Regulatory Commission estimates that there is a 15-45
The opposition comes from animal activists saying
percent chance of a complete core meltdown at a U.S. too many birds are being killed because wind farms are
reactor during the next 20 years." This means that out erected in migratory flight patterns. They say that is a
of 100 reactors running their full life expectancy, 45 crime against nature, but isn’t that what nuclear power
are expected to have a meltdown.
is?
Many scientists have said that there is no safe expoThe sun shines and the wind blows naturally. There
sure to radiation, and the government still insists they is no mining and no damaging properties to ingest.
are wrong. Why?
With some simple lifestyle changes, much of the
Because this is a failing industry that they have devot- world’s energy can be produced and maintained in an
ed billions of dollars in nuclear development and it is economical and safe manner.
just plain hard for them to admit they made a mistake.
Ultimately, these options are better than a life-long
Another factor is that investors stand to lose millions commitment to nuclear waste and the possibilities of
of dollars by dissolving this industry. Money wins over more nuclear disasters. Our lives are worth the switch
public safety and the public doesn’t have a choice.
to renewable energy resources.
Citizens in the United States and in most other
countries have not been asked permission to develop fenniferfohnum is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer.
and advance nuclear technologies.
"Whether informed about the dangers of nuclear
power or not, most of us live with involuntary radioactive. exposures," said Frank Schiavo, an SJSU environ-

Many scientists have said
that there is no safe exposure to radiation, and the
government still insists
they are wrong. Why?

From the heart

Parents should assume control
Its

Eddie Zacapa

heart dropped when I read about Jessica
M%Dubroff, the
seven-year-old
girl whose attempt to fly
across the country
came to a quick halt as ,
single-engine
her
Cessna I77B plane
crashed last week.
But what was even
more painful to take
was that her senseless
death could have been caused by carelessness on the
parents, a media overly drawn to a human interest
story and a willfully blind Federal Aviation
Administration.
Little Jessica, whose feet did not even reach the rudder pedals, was allowed to try to fulfill her dream of
flying across the continent as long as a licensed pilot
was beside her, despite unsafe weather conditions.
When I was a little boy, I was also involved in a similar situation as Jessica, though not as dramatic and
fatal.
When I was six or seven, my father would hand me
the steering wheel to his car as I would sit on his lap.
When there was no traffic at night my father would let
me steer the car with his hands also on the wheel.
There would come a time when he would finally let
go and let me control the path of the car. Many times
he would show off while he was individually driving
and put his hands in the air and say jokingly, "No
hands, it’s magic."
So, of course, on one of our drives I would shout,
"Look Dad, no hands ... it’s magic!" If there was no
danger of cars coming at us he would chuckle and tell
me to be careful with a worried look on his face.
Well, one night I pulled my no-hands trick and I
accidentally skipped past a stop sign. The car to the
left of us screeched to a halt. We avoided an accident
as my father assumed control and stepped on the gas,
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and steered us out of danger.
My father was speechless for a moment and finally
said I shouldn’t have pulled that stunt and that we
should be more careful next time. The next time
would be when I was 15 and learning to drive.
My father was relieved we avoided an accident, but more important, he learned that it was
not time for me to flirt with learning to drive yet.
When I was 17 years old, I would finally get
my license and become, if I may say so, a pretty
respectable driver. But if I tried to drive when I
was seven, when my feet would dangle off the seat
and not even reach the gas pedal, I would be a
danger to other drivers and myself.
That’s why my father was there to take control of
the steerirqf wheel if anything went wrong. I’m sure
that Jessica s flight instructor also took over the controls in the plane’s last few moments before it plunged
onto the black tar of a suburban roadway.
But were Jessica’s parents and instructor cautious
enough in planning the flight?
My father would always take me with him at night
when there was not much traffic. Jessica found herself
flying in the midst of a cold rain and gusty winds.
Possibly the pressure of pleasing the media, attracting
attention and encouraging a child to pursue an adult
ambition were the cause to the tragic accident. Let’s
hope not.
Even the "Guinness Book of World Records" officially discontinued its categories for Youngest Pilots in
1989 in an attempt to prevent accidents. Ultimately.
Jessica’s parents and instructor should have at least
waited until the circumstances were safer.
My father, after the stop sign incident, got a chance
to determine that it would be in my best interest to
wait to learn to drive until I was 15; it’s too bad that
Jessica’s parents didn’t get that chance.
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Rhetoric will get you nowhere
By Michael Barton
one woman at the "Fight the Right
AsMarch" in San Francisco on April 14 put
it, "Our stories are real. (The right’s)
rhetoric isn’t" Such is the case with Ken McNeill’s
Tuesday column (Flight from Right, April 16)
recounting and slamming the march for what it
surely wasn’t hateful.
Hate is the hallmark of contemporary conservatism. The core of the right is mean-spirited and
fundamentally anti-democratic.
The article dubs protest "anti-American."
McNeill presents a twisted view of a peaceful,
organized march through his interpretation of
"15-second television news clips" just enough
to assure him that the march was hateful, antifamily, and filled with people who didn’t like the
United States.
One man at the march with an American flag
said it was ironic that the the flag had come to
represent the ultra-nationalism of the far right.
He added nothing could be more American than
a protest of the right’s anti-democratic policies
and rhetoric.
I guess lain just missing the logic of statements
like, "(Gloria Steinem) failed to mention that
racist, bigoted, sexist, Christian-phobes have
taken over the other two parties." Other two parties? Are we forgetting that the protest was directed at who is in full domination of the direction of
U.S. policy under the right-wing "revolution"
underway statewide and nationwide?
How can those who have dedicated their lives
to fighting against racism, sexism and the other
"-isms" be responsible for them? The statement,
"These people foster the same hate and racism
they so openly oppose," is meaningless at face
value. Where’s the beef? These comments are as
backward as suggesting the California Civil Rights
Initiative (CCRI) is really like the Civil Rights Act
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and what it intended to accomplish.
Twisted.
My criticism about the march is that it was really a glorified pep rally for those already fighting
the right wing, but it does not mean I have to
demean it. I just differ on what to do about it. But
we live in a country that endorses free speech and
understand that everyone has something to add
to the marketplace of ideas. The right, and commentators of the right have a history of spreading
lies to belittle what they disagree with, not the
other way around.
The message of the day was well received by all:
"The radical right’s agenda is not OK." And my
experience in San Francisco that day confirmed
it. Traveling with two photographers and my girlfriend, I took the Cal Train to Downtown San
Francisco. Only a short ride on the Muni to the
rally, we thought. Our trip on the 30-Stockton
took 2 hours and 15 minutes.
On the bus we saw the underbelly of America
that is never seen by the wealthy that run the
country. Remember George Bush mystified by a
grocery store scanner?
From the apparently homeless and alcohol-saturated Vietnam Vets who haven’t bathed in weeks
to the mentally ill people talking to themselves,
one thing is clear: something is wrong in
America. Have we forgotten about these people?
There appears to be no safety net for the downtrodden anymore.
Politics in the U.S. have sunk to a level of
mean-spiritedness that is frightening. And those
who remember the past, like Holocaust survivor
Lore Gilbert (who spoke at SJSU recently) are
rightfully scared that the right in America is dangerously close to the rise of fascism in Europe in
World War 11.
Michael Barton is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer
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Dean of Continuing Education
Selection Committee
Open fiirum evaluation of
candidate Thomas) Kinney.
1:30p.m.-2:30p.m.
Instructional Resource Center,
rm. 308. (Lunch. Noon.
University Club.).
Call 924-2400.

PEOPLE

Missing actress Kidder found dazed
’Superman’ star placed in psychiatric care
GLENDALE. (Al’) - Maigoi kirldci. the spunk%
Lois Lane in the "Superman" movies, Was Likell to
a psychiatric ward after she was discovered dazed
and cowering in a suburban back yard. Authorities
found no evidence of foul play.
The 47-year-old Canad
,In actress, who has
battled health and final’) iii jnobkms in recent
years, had been missing tor three days when she
was found Tuesday after noon in someone else’s
yard.
She appeared "frightened and paranoid" and
was in "obvious mental distress," police Sgt. Rick
Young said. Kidder was taken to a psychiatric center
at Olive View Medical Center in Sylmar, he said
today.
"She was afraid she was being followed. She %.,r,
frightened for her life," \bung told reporters.
We do not feel there has been a crime at this
time. She claimed that she was followed and
assaulted but we found no evidence of that."
Kidder was found crouching and wearing rumpled, soiled clothing anti appeared to have cut off
her own hair in an attempt to alter her appearance,
authorities said.
"We asked her who was following her. She wouldn’t say," Young said.
She had scratches and bruises but Young said
police believe she received them from hiding in
bushes after disappearing. He said tests showed no
sign of drugs or alcohol in her system at the time
she WAS found.
Kidder was last seen at Los Angeles International
Airport Saturday night, waiting for a flight to
Phoenix, Burbank police U. Duane Dow said. She
never arrived, and she was reported missing
Monday morning to the Burbank Police
Department.
The man making the report, whom authorities
wouldn’t identify, chose Burbank police just
because their department was close to where he
worked, Sgt. Scott Wilson said Wednesday .Wilson
would say only that the man was a business associate of hers.
Young said police believed Kidder had been wandering around since her disappearance.
He said Kidder had been living in Livingston,
Mont., and was in Los Angeles tei 1/11SilieSS.
Kidder was found behind a well -kept, two-story.
Spanish-style home in Glendale. about 25 miles
northeast of the airport. The home’s owner, Elaine
Lamb. refused to answer reporters’ questions.
Two people who saw Kidder wandering around
the home said the actress appeared to have had her
two front teeth knocked out. But Young said
Kidder had simply lost a bridge.
Michael Glazis, who lives across the street from
the home, said Kidder appeared unkempt.
"When I first saw her I thought she was either
intoxicated or lost," Glaris said. "She appeared to
be limping." He said he didn’t realize who she was;
she didn’t look anything like the woman he had
seen in the media.

French Club
Meeting and conversations in
French. 12:30p.mal :30p.m.
MacQtianie Hall, Jazzland
Cafe. Call 2834)753.

Today

Human Resource
Management Association
Election of officers. 4:30p.m.6p.m. Student Union,
Costanoan no. Call 243-7294.

Asian American
Christian Fellowship
"Re Attitudes II," by Nate
Mihara. 7:30p.m. Student
Union, Almaden rm.
Call 286-6427.

The Listening How
Performances of Russian
vocal music: Tchaikovsky,
Moussorgsky and Glinka.
12:30p.m.-1:15p.m. Music
Bldg., Concert Hall.
Call 924-4631.

American Association of
Airport Executives
Meeting. 5:30p.m.
Aviation Bldg., nn. 107.
Call 279-5081

Okinawan Shorin Ryu
Karate Club
Workout. 4p.m.-5p.m.
Spartan Complex West,
rm. 202. Call 924-8759.

Black Alliance of
Scientists and Engineers
Study night. 7p.m.-10p.m.
Sweeney Hall, rm. 314.
Call 924-8026.

School of Art & Design
Student galleries art exhibits:
Rosario Geis, MFA exhibit
Tonjallough, MFA exhibit
Tina Ammendolia; BFA exhibit; Scott McIlroy and Jason
Penning, ’installation of -The
Blue Cube." Peggy Dyson, BFA
exhibit and "20/21 vision:
hindsight, knight, foresight."
1 1a/m-4p.m. Art Building.
Call 924-4330.

Campus Crusade for Christ
"Nitelife" meeting. 8p.m.
Student Union, Guadalupe
tin. Cal/ 924-7910.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass. 12ruion. John )(1
(.
Center,’ 95 E. San Fernando St. Call 938-1610.
Chicano Commencement 16
Meeting. 5:30p.m. Chicano
Library Resource Center,
Wahlquist Library North,
third floor. Call 924-8079.

Spartan Christian Fellowship
Revival meeting. Noon.
Student Union, Costanoan
rm. Call 267-5787.

Chicanos / Latinos
in Health Education
Peer advisement. 530p.m.
Duncan Hall, rm. 249.
Call 924-1000.

Gay-Lesbian-Bisexual
Student Support Camp
Meeting.
.m.
Counseling Services, Administration Bldg., rm. 201.
Call 924-5910.
Latter-day Saint Students
Association
Cultural awareness presentation ofJapan. 12:30p.m.
San Jose Institute, 66
S. Seventh St. Call 286-3313.
School of Art & Design
Student galleries art exhibits:
Rosario Cwis, MFA exhibit;
Tonja Hough, MFA exhibit
Tina Ammendolia; BFA exhibit; Scott Mcllroy and Jason
Penning, installation of ’The
Blue Cube." Peggy Dyson, BFA
exhibit and "20/21 vision:
hindsight, insight, foresight."
Ila.m.4p.m. Art Building.
Call 924-4330.
Theatre Arts / Drama
MiltXa7lies of Wrath." 7p.m.
Hugh GMis Hall, Hal Todd
Theatre. Call 924-4551.
VIousen’s Resource Center
Open support group.
1030p.m. Administration
Bldg., rm. 207. Call 924-6500.

Student California
Teachers Associadon
Presentation on "Sheltered
English" by Dr. Owen Boyk.
11 :30am-12:30pm. Sweeney
Hall, rm. 448. Call 249-8519.
Theatre Arts / Drama
al:rtnanit
Grapes. (*Wrath." 7p.m
Hugh Gillis Hall, Hal ’IbM
’Theatre. Call 924-4551.

Friday

Camelot’s crown jewels put up for sale

Surgery to make seven-year-old smile
LOS ANGELES (AP) - The
surgeons were all smiles and so was
their patient.
Chelsey Thomas, the girl born
without nerves to help her facial
muscles form a grin, underwent a
hill day of surgery Tuesday, the second part of a delicate procedure
to help her stnile by the time she
turns 8.
"As you saw, we all came in smiling," Dr. Avron Daniller said at a
doctors’ news conference Tuesday
night following the 10-hour
surgery. "And that’s for a good reason, because Chelsey just woke up
smiling."
The same surgical team that
gave the Antelope Valley girl a
half-smile after a Dec. 15 operation returned to give the right corner of her mouth a lift.
Preparations for surgery began
about 8am. Tuesday with the first

incision made about 10 a.m. The
surgery concluded at 8:05 p.m.
"The surgical team is extremely
pleased with the results of the procedure and looks forward to seeing facial movement within the
next several months," said Krista
Hershey, spokeswoman for Kaiser
Permanente Hospital in Wocidland Hills. Chelsey was listed in
good and stable condition in the
intensive care unit today, she said.
"This is not work we have to do,
this is work we love to do,"
Daniller, a senior plastic surgeon
on the 11 -member team, said.
Doctors removed muscle and
nerve from ( helsey’s leg and transplanted them to the right side of
her face. After the surgery, doctors
stretched the muscles in the corners Of her mouth upward.
The team of physicians was very
pleased with the outcome and had

an optimistic prognosis. Kaiser
spokeswoman Linda Quon said.
"If this procedure works, it will
work forever," Dandier said.
"Chelsey will be smiling 20, 30,
and 40 years front now." The corners of Chelsey’s mouth had
sagged because she was born without the nerve that transmits commands to facial muscles.

NEW YORK (AP) - They’re selling Camelot
piece by piece, and the prices are sky-high: nearly
$50,000 for a tape measure, half a million for a
humidor, and. Wednesday, a $9,200 set of baskets.
Sotheby’s on Tuesday began a four-day auction
of hundreds of objects - including furniture,
china, books and artwork - from the estate of
Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis.
In front cif a crowd that gasped as the prices
soared, most items sold for well over their presale
estimates. A walnut humidor - a fancy, climatecontrolled cigar holder - that had been given to
John F. Kennedy by Milton Berle was rxihected to
L’aro
sell for $2,000 to $2,500. It sold hit
An oak rocking chair IFK used in the White
kennedx .1r.’s
House went for $442.5on John
high chair and Can dine kennedy’S III( king horse
each fetched $85,000.
This morning’s sale continued to bring spectacular prices for mundane items. A set of wicker baskets went hit. $9,200. The presale estimate was

’,2thri A (lei ;dated plant -holder nom the funnier
first lady’s White House dressing room sold for
$12,650; the Illestle estimate was $150.
A metal plait- with a decorative border engraved
with the initials 11.11K" - for Jacqueline Lee
Bouvier Kennedy - was the subject of frenzied bidding and finally went for $25,300. It had been valued at $50 to $100. And tiny Chinese porcelain
dishes, valued at $100 to $150 each, went for $6,900
apiece. Before the sale, many fans of modest
income had expressed the hope that the china
would remain within their means.
"The sale started and it just took off In itself,"
said ant cc dither Diana Brooks, Sotheby’s pi esident
and r hict cver wive office!

Police hot on the trail of Coolio threats
ssi h’s.
Areal ,ilia (AP) - Police are investigating racist death threats against the organizers of an
Australian tour by the Grammy-winning rapper
Coolio.
Promopter Rodney Overby, who is black, said he
hired security guards after receiving threatening
letters and abusive phone calls.
The threat,. apparentiv made In an unknown
group of neo-Na/is. were also directed at his
Ansi’ than partner and an Australian record cr,mI Avner, Overby said Wednesday.
1 he American rap star is scheduled to tour
,-,drie) Melbourne and Brisbane next month with
the groups Naughty by Nature. I louse of Pain and
LV "Our security will be tight. We’t e not taking any
chari, es." Overby said.
aro, whose 1994 album "It Takes a Thier
hi
er a million records, won a ( 0 .1111111% this
ii Ii the best rap solo "Gangsta’s
c,),

Record spinner sues Martin for injuries
VI k( \
BEA( 11. Va. ()’lA
- A (list iockey is

suing \ hi iii Lawrence lihr $3 million, claiming he
was hit in the head with a champagne bottle after
prr N,sing a toast at the TV star’s bachelor party.
Fen treal Ferebee is seeking $2 million in compensatory damages and $I million in punitive damages in the lawsuit filed in Circuit Court here.
Lawrence’s publicist wouldn’t comment Tuesday.
Ferebee contends he required stitches in his
head after he was hit with the bottle at Lawrence’s
1995 bachelor party. Police said they did not
believe Lawrence was involved, and no one was
charged.
Lawrence, the star of the television show
"Martin," married Patricia Southall a former Miss
Virginia-USA from Chesapeake. a, N ’tolk hotel
on Jan. 7, 1995.

Reynolds keeps her gamble afloat
Reynolds dream of
LAS VEGAS t Al’, running a hotel-casino won’t be sinking after all.
The star of "The I nsmkable Molly. Brown" and
dozens of other nil Alt’S is expected tr h get a $10 million leas to keep I wirompany,dloat.
The Ioan from ( .5 First Boston will enable the
193-room Debbie Reynolds Hotel and Casino to
pay off more than $3.5 million in debts, her son,
Todd Fisher, said Tuesday.
Reynolds, 64, purchased the business in 1992,
installing her collection of movie memorabilia.
"She’s here, dancing her feet off, night after
night, and not collecting a penny." Fisher said.

It’s not unusual: Jones to pay suppport
FORT LAI Di:RDALE, Fla. (AP) -.Tom Jones is
going to ha% c to pay up.
The 56-% ear, hld singer In a court battle to keep
his supprirt p.15 lilt S 11"111 rising for a 7-year-old
Inn a WI/111.11111,11111N is his MITI.
Ill P,P,9 InItICS agreed in New York to make
mon thls pa, mem,: of $2,791 to Katherine Berkery
until the INA 111111S 21.
A Circuit Court judge here ruled Tuesday that
the agreemen«loesn’t hold up in Florida. Neither
Jones nor Berkery were in court.
Berkerv, 33, of Plantation, filed a petition in
January asking for more monies,
rig Jones’
im rime has "skyrocketed."

July 8 through July 25

Considering
Law School?

Your favorite
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Attend the 10th Annual

Introduction to Law School
"Great program, well worth the investment and time!"
1995 participant Tom Reed

Lf -16241

Considering applying to law school? About to enter law school? Or
interested in learning more about lawyers and the Amen ca n legal system?
This three-week program provides an inside look at what lawyers do and
what law school is really like. You’ll learn study skills and exam
techniques, lawyeri ng ski Ils and substantive law, and receive information
on admissions and financial aid, legal careers, and life in law school.
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Working
people
’Year of Steinbeck’ panel
to examine labor
its Russell flail
sprun Dad. Matt tthter

As A part of the "sear of
Strinbeck" celebration, the tin eign language department along
with the Steinbeck Research
Center will present a student
panel on migrant work today at 4
p.m. in Washington Square Hall,
room 109.
SJSU ’s "Year of Steinbeck" is a
series of multi-ethnic and interdepartmental activities and plCsellIAtions. Like the Steinbet k
the activities, which started in
November and will end in May,
will portray working people and
work, migrants and migration,
and ethnicity and gender.
Other contributors to this academic year’s activities have been

the department 01 theatre arts.
the English department, the
school of Aft Alld design and the
school of music.
"Dialogue is Liberation" is the
title of today’s panel which will
feature Professor Flor AlvarezShea fr
the Spanish department as well as SJSU students.
They all will be discussing their
own personal
experience AS
migrant workers or the experiences of their parents.
Lucia Wilma, the organizer
and chairwoman of the event, said
that it has just been recently that
field workers have spoken or written about their experiences.
"(Field workers) are very shy at
first, but realize it is good to talk
about and write about their experiences," Varona said.
The panelists will only speak of
their own experiences and will not
discuss the current situation of
today’s field workers. Also on the
agenda is the display of lxioks on
field workers as migrant labor.
Varona said she is glad to be A
part of the "Year of Steinbeck" and
feels that today’s topic is very relevant because she feels that field
workers are the "Steinbecks of
today."

SPARTAN DAILY
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Requirements
From page 1
requm ri
The Board of General Studies.
a panel which studies and makes
curriculum recommendations.
was told to come up with a plan
that would both simplify the G.E.
requirement and add two multicultural classes.
"Essentially they were faced
with an impossible task," said
John Williams, chairman of
SIR ’’s geology, department.
"We’re literally taking a step
back in terms of what we have
made. It is not necessarily in the
best interest of the students."
Changes to the requirements
include dropping the cultural pluralism category in the advanced
G.E. and one science course in
the lower division.
Additional
multiculturalism
courses will be added to the "Self
and Society" and the "Culture and
Civilizatii " sections.
The (nurse themes are centered on "Equality in the United
States’
"Global
and
Understanding."
Student!: could often fulfill the
requirements in two advanced
G.E. categories with one class
called "4:km1)1e-counts."
The new system will eliminate
these, said Lou.
The need to add a cultural pluralism requirement was instituted
in 1986 in order to acquaint students with the issue of di,. ei

66
We’re literally taking
a step back in terms of
what we have made. It is
not necessarily in the
best interest of the
students.
John Williams
SOU geology department chairman

99
A student resolution to add an
ethnic studies graduation requirement was proposed in 1993.
Because the university needed
to come into compliance with the
(:SU system, the science course
would have been eliminated anyway, said Lou.
However, others believe that
since SJSU is in the Silicon Valley,
it should require additional science courses.
"By the same token, we should
be leaders, not conic down to the
lowest common denominators.

I’ll( )10 IlY

,11,1t. shun pi csell talon,
titled
c Effects of Alcohol and
Violeme
on
Chicano/a
Communities." provided documentation of the results found by a
three-city study examining the
.werabundance of alcohol outlets
and advertising in the Latino-domitiated sections of these towns.
Mainz, as a member of the
Prevention
Resource
Center,
found similar results in Gilroy,
Redwood OR and Union City; the
three cities tested. In the Latino

section of these communities, the
study found there to be an alcohol
outlet for every 150 people. The
study also found a direct correlation between alcohol outlet density
and youth -iolence.
In her presentation, Alaniz
showed a number of alcohol advertisements using Latina women in
sexually suggestive scenarios as the
selling point. Alaniz said she sees
these advertisements as offensive.
"These ads depict Latina women
in very sexist ways, while ads of
Latina women in a professional set-
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Alaniz said she is also aware of
how the beer companies advertise
especially hard during Mexican
celebrations such as Cinco de
Mayo.
"Coors and Bud have made
Cinco de Mayo only an occasion to
drink and not a celebration of
Mexican accomplishments," Mainz
said.
Alaniz informed the audience of
how certain cities across the country are trying to rally for alcoholfree Cinco de Mayo celebrations
and that she will work toward getting something of this nature for
San Jose. Alaniz said she is not a
prohibitionist but wants to feel safe
when she walks downtown for
Cinco de Mayo festivities, and she
doesn’t feel it is safe with all the
drinking going on.
Alaniz said her main concern is
for Latino children and neighborhoods and that she wants to continue the fight against alcohol
advertising in Latino communities.

two intensive five -week
sessions:
Session I:
Session

2:

6/24 -7/26
7/29-8/30

Plus
Summer Language

$1 9,5j LI ’2.’;’,F,;’;’me’/$19951
ACCUTUNE
&BRAKE

I

951
R.,

LIFETIME GUARANTEE

tang are almost non-existent,"
Alaniz said.
Alaniz said she belies-es there is
also a problem of an increasing
number of alcohol advertisements
unwittingly disparaging the culture
and traditions of Mexico. In one
advertisement shown by Alaniz, a
beer company portrays the map of
Mexico with the colors of their
flag, only to replace the eagle and
the snake with the beer’s logo.
"Lots of alcohol advertisements
are giving the Mexican culture a
slap in the face," Alaniz said.

university of califomia
santa cruz

I GOT MY CAR;.’
SERVICED
BETWEEN
CUSSES!
BRAKES

liltA1/14/R1)SPARIAN IMILY

Jackie Thind, 4, waits and watches with his mother Ranjit Kaur on Wednesday during an Asian Bone Marrow Donor Drive in the County
Building. Jackie, who suffers from acute lymphocyte leukemia, has just one month left to find a compatible bone marrow donor before his
doctors begin radical treatment. The test to analyze bone marrow type requires 15 minutes and two tablespoons of blood. Anyone interested in getting tested as a bone marrow donor can call 1 -800-59-DONOR to help.

Additional courses in science
and English are important components," said Williams.

Target: Speaker says ads are ’slap in the face’
Freon page I

R. W.

Intensive Program in:
Hebrew, Italian,
Portuguese, Russian,
Spanish

Questions?
Call: 408/459-2524
Fax: 408/459-3070
e-mail:
summersOcats.ucsc.edu
visit our web
<http://www.ucsc.edu/lics
c/summer>
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Language
SIS1 s English department, said,
From page 1
"English-speaking Americans "There’s an artificial pressure in
don’t have a tradition of learn- the U.S. to Balkanize different
language groups, as a practical
ing other laneffect of the curguages, as they (1,,
rent
burbling
or
in Britain,
about multiculturinstance. Native
alism.
But
there’s
English speakers
a practical preshere expect new
sure to assimilate,
arrivals to learn
because speaking
their language.
English
means
Kids going to
opportunities.
school with for"There
were
eign
language
other areas in U.S.
speakers will pi( k
history, when large
up a little of what
blocks of people
their
friends
came
and settled
speak, but it’s a
into enclaves and
serious question
were slow to learn
whether we really
English. In the last
want to be multicentury,
for
lingual.
instance
there
"There is, nevwere
German
and
a
ertheless,
Scandinavian
tremendous prespockets in the
sure to speak
English in our
Scott Rice Northwest.
"The second
SJSU English professor
society. The maingeneration learns
papers
stream
English
pretty
and television is
quickly. Speaking
all in English, the
as a parent, one of
Internet is English.
"There’s no counter-pressure the sad things is that when people
move
here,
in a way they lose
for me to learn Spanish, for
instance. I’ve studied four lan- their kids. The children come to
speak English as a first language
guages and I used to be fluent in
Italian and semi-fluent in and they speak their birth lanSpanish. I still can get along in guage less and less. People who
them when I travel. There are inimigi ate here make both pubbig areas in San Jose where most lic and private sacrifices to do
of the shops are Latino, hut they so. "English is the language of
aren’t the shops where I usually commerce. Certain pockets may
hold out but they become a selfbuy things."
Scott Rice, a professor at selected lower class if they do."

66

The second
generation learns
English pretty
quickly. Speaking
as a parent, one of
the sad things is
that when people
move here, in a
way they lose their
kids.
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CHINESE CUISINE
FOOD TO GO
Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine
Box Lunches To Go
OPEN DAILY
Lunch and Dinner
11:30 - 9:00pio
Catering Available

ley I w tris 294-3303 or 998-9427
131 E. Jackson Street

6 Itlocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd and 4th Street
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UCLA coach suspends self

By Russell Hall
Spartak0

di

Daly Staff Writer

In a strange case of self-punishment. UCLA baseball coach Gary
Adams imposed a three-game suspension on himself.
In Sunday’s game against
Arizona State, UCLA pitcher Pete
Zamora was ordered by Adams to
hit the first batter he faced.
Zamora fulfilled the order on the
second pitch of the game when he
hit ASU’s Mikel Morello on the
upper leg.
In accordance with NCAA rules,
Zamora got a four-game suspension and Adams only a one-game
suspension. The Bruins coach said
Monday that the coach of a player
who throws at the opposing batter
intentionally should receive just as
stiff a penalty as the player himself.
I’m doing it (the suspension)
to make a point," Adams said. "I
think it is the coach’s responsibility, not the players, to govern this
war of hitting batters.’
SJSU head baseball coach Sam
Piraro has a different take on this
issue.
"I have been coaching for 23
years and I have never asked nit
pitcher to throw at somebody,"
Piraro said. "In most cases, pitchers create their own confrontations."
According to Adams, Sunday’s
beanball incident was precipitated

if the coach was suspended for just as many games as
the players, the problem (intentional beanballs) would
stop.
Sam Piraro
SJSU head baseball coach

by UCLA’s Troy Glans being hit in
the back by Arizona State’s Ryan
Bradley. On March 30, Bradley was
ejected for hitting the same player
in the head. Bradley was not ejected for Saturday’s incident because
the umpire felt it was unintentional. Adams felt it was intentional
and decided to retaliate by ordering his starting pitcher for Sunday
to hit the first batter.
Coach Piraro was neither quick
to criticize or commend Adams for
his decision to retaliate physically,
but believes there is a better way to
go about protecting his players.
Piraro believes going to the
umpire is the first step when he
feels the opposing pitcher is throwing at his players.
If the umpire doesn’t do something about it, (the confrontation)
is only going to escalate," Piraro
said.

Adams’ stated reason for retaliation was to send a message to
Arizona State as well as the NCAA.
Adams feels the situation of pitchers throwing at batters is worsening, particularly in the Pac-10 and
feels something needs to be done.
"The throwing at batters will
never cease until zou punish the
coach accordingly, Adams said.
Although Piraro feels the the socalled "head hunting" is not a real
problem this season in the Big
West, he agrees with Adams on the
issue of coaches getting penalized
just as severely as players if the
umpires feels a pitcher is throwing
at batters.
"If the coach was suspended for
just as many games as the players,
the problem (intentional bean balls) would stop," Piraro said.
According to Tim Muldoon,
assistant commissioner of public

NBA for women

’elation’, for the Pa( if,, 10 , ,mference, the commission is IV, .111’ of
the problem in the toutfe’, cue e.
"We can not tolerate pitchers
throwing at opposing batters,"
Muldomi said.
Muldoon said there has been
more incidents this year than last
year in the Pac-10 and said there
are moves being made to soften
the problem.
"We are a little limited to what
we can do because of NCAA rules,
but we have made such moves as
imposing new league sanctions
and suspending both players and
coaches," Muldoon said.
In NCAA rules, the pitcher is
entitled to a warning before being
ejected but Muldoon said the Pac10 has been stressing to its
umpires to being a little more
strict.
In lieu of the recent scenarios,
we have told our umpires to warn
all starting pitchers before the
game begins, Muldoon said.
When asked if Adams’ demonstration of suspending himself
would have an effect on the NCAA
examining their rules, Piraro
responded : "The NCAA Rules
Committee this year will probably
examine that aspect (stiffer coach
suspensions) more carefully."
Associated Pins contributed to this
stoty.

Watson’s luck runs out against the Braves
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Allen
Watson’s run of success against the
Atlanta Braves came to an abrupt
halt Wednesday night, and it was
about time as far as the Braves
were concerned.
Fred McGriff homered for the
first time in 18 games with a tworun shot, and Chipperiones went
4-for-5 with a two-run homer in the
Braves’ 8-3 win over the San
Francisco Giants.
Watson lost for the first time in
six career decisions against
Atlanta.
"The odds caught up with him,"
McGriff said. "He’s a good pitcher
but we swung the bats well
tonight."
Watson, 5-1 with a 3.82 ERA

against the Braves, was pounded
for six runs on 11 hits in seven
innings. He walked one and struck
out four in the Giants’ sixth loss in
eight games.
"I just think we had a little extra
incentive because (Watson) has
pitched well against us in the past,"
said Jones, who broke out of a 10for-56 slump (.179). "He’s the guy
who beat us back at home the
opening week of the season. You
can’t explain the difference.
Maybe he was making mistakes
with his location. Maybe we were
swinging the bats well. It’s a nice
way to start a road trip."
John Smoltz (4-1) allowed three
runs on seven hits over eight
innings, striking out five and walk-

ing one. He had blanked the
Giants until Matt Williams’ threerun homer tied it 3-all in the sixth.
"The offense won the game. I
was just fortunate after I made a
mistake that they came back for
me," Smoltz said. "I didn’t have
great stuff but I was spotting my
fastball pretty well. My confidence
is at an all-time high and I really
believe I can get people out."
Williams said Smoltz doesn’t
give himself enough credit.
"That’s the hardest I’ve ever
seen Smoltz throw," he said. "He
had a really good fastball tonight, a
lot better than when we faced
them in Atlanta. I hit a curve ball
out. He just left it up and over the
plate."

5

After San Francisco tied it,
Atlanta broke loose for three runs
in the seventh, the first on Marquis
Gris.som’s sacrifice fly. Mark Lemke
walked ahead of Jones’ third
homer.
"Unfortunately they finally got
me," Watson said. "I’ve faced the
other guys a lot but Chipper is new
to me. He hit a changeup over the
plate. That was a big hit by Matty.
When you get the tie, you’re supposed to shut them down. I wasted
Matty’s homer."
Javy Lopez hit a two-out solo
homer in the eighth off Jeff Juden,
and Dwight Smith added a pinchhit homer to lead off the ninth

NEW YORK (AP)
Deciding
that women ought to have a basketball league id their own, the
NBA Board of Governors voted
to launch one by the summer of
1997.
There are a number of details
still to work out, but commissioner David Stern promised
answers by July 1, including television arrangements, the number of teams and the cities in
which they will operate.
"It’s all tentative," Stern said
Wednesday. "It’s a working
model, subject to lots of
changes.’
The one thing the commissioner promised is that the venture would succeed. "We don’t
enjoy failing," he said. "We’ve
raised the stakes and we’ll make
it happen. That’s the way we are.
It’s time and we’re going to do
it."
basketball
first
Women’s
became a topic of conversation
in the NBA about 15 years ago
when Larry O’Brien was commissioner. Interest intensified as
the NCAA women’s tournament
and the U.S. national team
gained increased visibility and
attention.
"There have been inquiries
and pressure both external and
internal," Stern said, smiling at
Val Ackerman, the NBA’s vice
President of business affairs,
who captained the University of
Virginia’s women’s team when
Ralph Sampson was the center
of attraction on the men’s team.
"We’ve been working hard on
this for the last 2 1/2 months."
Ackerman said the league
expects to have eight teams playing a 25-311 game schedule over
10 weeks from mid-June to midAugust. Teams will be placed in
cities that already have NBA
franchises.
"We are excited about the
prospects of using the assets of
the NBA and its teams to give
life to a concept which is ready
to bloom," the commissioner
said.
Stern sees no clash with the
American Basketball League, a
women’s circuit which plans to
play nt the winter,

"I don’t think it will be a conflict," the commissioner said.
’Players can pursue whatever
opportunities they wish in the
offseason, whether in Europe or
in other pro leagues.
’Summertime is best for sueces.s from our perspective. We
think the summer gives access to
the best talent in the world. Play
in other leagues would be
allowed and encouraged. Like
they say in the ad: ’it’s about
time.’ We are excited about the
concept.’
In Europe, Ackerman said,
good players earn from $1,500 a
monmth to as much as $200,000
to $300,000 per year. "The average is about $70,000 and the
best players get six figures," she
said.
The Women’s NBA would
operate as a single enterprise.
Players would sign contracts with
the league and be dispersed to
teams on the basis of territorialcompetitive considerations as
well as through a draft. Stern
emphasized that all of this was
tentative. "Today was just to get
board approval," he said.
"We will be working in places
around the calendar to make
sure this succeeds. Our best
assets are our cities, our buildings and our staffs and they will
be made available. We will hopefully show the world’s best
women in the world’s best arenas. 1 can’t imagine better circumstances."
In other business Wednesday,
the league approved sale of the
Philadelphia 76ers from Harold
Katz to Comcast, a cable television company, and decided
three tiebreakers for the college
draft. Minnesota won a tiebreaker with Dallas for one extra
chance in 1,000 to move up in
the lottery. Detroit won its
tiebreaker with Atlanta for the
No. 18 and 19 positions and
Cleveland won its tiebreaker
with New York for the No. 20
and 21 positions. The board also
approved a rules change that
would assess a technical foul and
take away possession of the ball
from any team calling a timeout
beyond its limit.

500 X--treme Fun
College Incentive
- Plus, 2 Year Free-Ride Toyota Auto Care’
Available to all College Students:
If you’re a college student with the ambition to pursue X-treme fun, you can receive a $500 Certificate
good toward the purchase or lease of any new 1996 or 1997 Toyota.3
Plus 2-Year Free-Ride Toyota Auto Care’ which includes 24 hour Roadside Assistance,
Oil Changes Si Inspections. Eligible college graduates also get added incentives including No Money
Down financing or a Lease with No Security Deposit required.2
But don’t wait...this limited offer ends September 30, 1996!
Call our toll -free number or visit our web site today to obtain your free $500 X-treme Fun College
Incentive Certificate.
Choose from a wide selection of any new 1996 or 1997 Toyota
models including...
CAMRY
COROLLA

Beyond the elementary
in Toyota quality

Dean’s List for youthful
function IL styling.

Sporty yet pragmatic
performance.

00 TOYOTA

IA 3
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1 -800 -GO -TOYOTA
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ask for "College"
http://www.toyots.eom/college
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Spartans
comeback
kids?

Baseball
The Spartans are
blanked 11-0 by No.15
Stanford on
Wednesday at
Stanford Spartans
manage to get six hits

San Jose State University

SPARTAN DAILY

Looking to turn the corner

EDDIE
ZACAPA
From Left Field

See 8asetua Pro or, Potle

S.,Si.)secw,o
baseman
Pat ck
hsooVng She
team ui batnng Over0Q9
383 ancl nos
34 RBIs

Women’s Tennis
Spartans (11-13) will
battle it out for ninth,
10th, or 11th in the
BWC tournament.

Schedule
I

Iprii 25 2.S

Baseball
SJSU heads to UC
Santa Barbara for a
three game series,
Friday-Sunday.

Softball
Longbeach St. at SJSU,
Friday, 4 p.m., PAL
Stadium.
SJSU vs. UC Santa
Barbara, Saturday
4 p.m at PAL studium.

Men’s Tennis
SJSU competes next on
April 26 at the Big West
Conference
Championships.

Briefs
After the first day of
the Big West Women’s
Tennis Championships,
San Jose State University
(11-13) was left to battle
it out for 9th, 10th, and
11th place.
Ojai, Calif. was not
kind to the Spartans on
Wednesday, as the
women lost all rounds in
the singles.
The Spartans will go up
against University of
California, Irvine and
Utah State on Saturday,
to
determine what
place they will finish the
BWC up in.

Coming from behind is becoming
as common for SJSU sports teams as
eating peanut butter and jelly sandwiches is to first-graders.
Every day first-graders carry their
lunch pails and what do they’re mammies put ther? Peanut butter and jelly.
NA’ell, the Spartan teams are starting
to find and crave comebacks, and the
taste is probably better than what
those first-graders eat.
First it was the basketball team.
They won the Big West Championship
after having been at the cellar of the
conference and went on to take on
the NCAA champion University of
Kentucky.
Now, there is the women’s golf
team, the baseball team, and the
men’s tennis team; well, maybe the
if they did pull
men’s tennis team
something that would be tasty. It s 320 for the season.
Baseball coach Sam Piraro said
before the California State Fullerton
series that he felt his team could do
what the basketball team did.
"I expect our team to rise up to the
occasion and take it upon themselves
to win," Piraro said.
And it did. The team beat the No. 1
Titans two out of three games to
remain four games out of qualifying
for the BWC tournament.
Of course, the Spartans dropped a
game Tuesday to No. 15 Stanford, getting blanked 11-0.
But they have proven the can play
with the best of them, therefore, the
Cinderella bid is alive. Especially with
Piraro haying surpassed the 300 win
mark.
Bastball is not the only team making a run, either. The women’s golf
team came from behind to beat New
Mexico and take their 10th straight
BWC tide. The men’s tennis team ...
umrn ... that’s another story. But if the
team plays like Ryan Sellschop, who
beat UC Berkeley’s No. 1 player, well,
you never know.
Hey, I believe in miracles and
peanut hinter and jells sandssiches.

Nolo

BY BRNA \ 1 IAMMFR-SPARIAN DAILY

SJSU men’s tennis player Ryan Sellschop prepares for the Big West Tennis Tournament in Ojai. Sellschop defeated the 18th
ranked player in the country in Michael Hill from Cal Berkeley on Wednesday afternoon.

Tennis team has fighting chance
By Laura Lazzarini
Sprioi to the Spartan Daily
SJSU.S men’s tennis coach John Hubbell
has two hopes for the Big West Conference
men’s tennis championships Friday that
the team plays strong and tight against
New Mexico State University, and that Ryan
Sellschop pulls off another upset like he
did Tuesday.
Sellschop beat UC Berkeley’s No. 1
ranked player Michael Hill.
it was a big surprise to me. I didn’t
expect to win; 1 didn t expect to play him,"
.
. Saschop said.
, Hill is ranked among the top 20 in the
country. "This was the best result of his
career; maybe his whole life," Hubbell said.
SJSU goes into the BWC tournament
with a 3-20 record. The tournament will be
hosted by the University of Santa Barbara,
at the Ojai Valley Racquet Club, in Ojai,

Calif.
The tennis team will open with New
Mexico State and if it wins that match, will
continue on in the tournament.
SJSU played New Mexico State back in
February in Las Vegas. SJSU lost, but both
Hubbell and Sellschop mentioned that
windy conditions made for a tough close
match.
"I think they are a good team. They are
seeded pretty high in the conference, but I
don’t really know if they have any players
that stand out. I mean they’re a tough
team. They’re a solid team all the way
down," Sellschop said.
The Spartans began this season with
three new members and not more than
one year experience among the rest of the
players.
"’We have everything to gain, nothing to
lose. There is no reason why we can’t win,

Hubbell said.
He said the players have the added experience of a full season under their belts at
this point.
"We are lacking experience but now the
guys are putting up wins, Josh (Baruch)
and Orion (Weihe) have had some big
wins and before they were strugglingjust to
put off the last set ... The team has really,
really come together more as a unit. This
year it’s actually come a long way,"
Sellschop said.
Hubbell ranked his players going into
the BWC ..4.111c S011owing; No. I seeded
Ryan Sellschop, No. 2 Steve Reilly, No, 3
Tod Dissly, No. 4 Orion Weihe, No. 5 Josh
Baruch, andiason Reeder and Scott Keller
tied for the No. 6 spot.
"I think next year is basically going to be
a big year for us," Sellschop said.

Spartans blanked,
focus on Gauchos
Spartan Doh Stall 11.4.pori

third timing.

The five game winning streak
against No. 15 Stanford University
ended Tuesday night with a 11-0
loss in a non-conference game.
Stanford (28-17) was led by
sophomore right fielder Joe
Kilburg, who went three for four
with three runs and three RBIs.
The Spartans were able to get
six hits off the Cardinals. Three
Cardinal pitchers combined their
efforts to make the teams seventh
shutout of the season.
Spartan relief pitcher Israel
Long, now four for four, allowed
three runs in the bottom of the

Cardinal senior Troy Kent hit
his fourth home run of the year as
second baseman Brian Dalfimore
had three hits.
The Spartans (25-23) will face
off against University of California,
Santa Barbara in a three-game
series at Santa Barbara starting
today.
SJSU is currently three games
away from No. 4 UCSB in the Big
West Conference.
The top four teams will go on to
compete in the playoffs for the
tide of BWC champion.

P114,1, is

1) III

pitcher
SJSU
Javier
Pamus
misses
second
base by a couple
The
of
feet.
Spartans
also
missed a victory
by 11 points as
Stanford
University rang up
a score of 11-0.
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Classified
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
seniors advertised oelmv nor Is
there any garottes Implied. The
cimeelled colonne or the Spartan
Daly consiet of paid advertising
and awing* are not approved or
verMed by the newspaper.

DAY CAMP DIRECTORS, Ass:
Leader. Call 3701877 or apply In
person at Southwest YMCA.
13500 Quito Rd. Saratoga.

CAMPUS CLUBS
JOIN THE CELTIC HERITAGE CLUB.

CERTIFIED SWIM INSTRUCTORS
$10.00 $18.00 per hoot
Call Kyfr at 408-245-SWIM.

Enkay earning about hsh, Scottish.
and Welsh culture. Explore the
beautiful Celtic heritage. Open
to all students interested in
Irish/Scottish/Welsh music and
Culture. For more information,
call Kelly at (408)927-7925.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
nercumiset- Rase $500 r 5

dais-Greeks. Gnats. CLbs. motivated
individuals. Fast, easy No financial
obligation 1-800862-1982 ar.33,
STUDENT DENIAL RAN I
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30% 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.

FOR
2 BR/111A 5715.71h, $700/mo.
2 blocks from Event Center. Free
cable TV and parking. No smokers
or pets. 268-0439.
CHARMING CLASSIC 1 BR for
dean. wet, sate( & fraroaly respaa
side adult. $600/mo+dep. Avail 6/1
Single occupancy. 551-553 So. 61h
St. 492-8828 or 292-3329, Uoyd.
STUDIOS FOR RENT $295/MO.
Shared Rooms for $175/mo.
Rent Includes Utilities.
Across fron SJSU. Parking
Pool/Fuzzball Tables, Arcade
Big Screen, Meal Plan Avail.
Call Alanc 286-6058
or Powell 297-4823.
1 BDRM APT- $525/MONTH
New carpet & paint. Cable, parking, water & garbage included.
Laundry rm. available. 1111 S.
10th St. 295-4957 or 2588543.
2 Mint /POWWOW - $100/MO.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modern Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
1408) 295-6893.

COMPUTERS ETC.
FOR SALE
$S WE PAY TOP CASH
For Old/Used Computer
Memory & CPU’s.
We Buy/Trade-in/Sell
Memory for IBM/MAC/SUN.
1-800-808-8356.

SOOT THE SUN EARN & Assist
Downtown Assoc. with promotion.
$6/hr. May 610. 11am2prn, flextle.
Cali Michelle/Alex 43;2791775.

SHERATON SAN JOSE
is now seeking candidates
for the following positions:
FRONT DESK:
Guest Service Agent
PBX Operator
Bell Person
HOUSEKEEPING:
Guest Room Attendant
House Person
FAX Resume to 9431707 or
Apply in Person:
1801 Barber Ln,
Job Hotline 943-0600. ext. 151.
Equal Opportunity Employer.

LOOKING Tor Aping persons to
work in afternoon, 4 hr/wk with
Op old autistic bar. Trarrg voided
57/hr. Christine 408-945-9945.
SALES, INSIDE PT/FT for students
w/great voices, good communication & desire to make money. Sue
995-5905. Hiring now for summer.
CUSTODIAN 20 hours a week.
Must be reliable and flexible.
Starting $6. General custodial
duties. Contact the Student Union
Directors Office 9-5, 924.6310.
SWIM INSTRUCTORS/UFIDUARDS
wanted. A private club is looking
for responsible, qualified swim
instructors and lifeguards. The
primary responsibility of the
instructor is to teach group swim
lesson for ages 6 months & Lp. The
primary responsibilities of the life
guard is the safety of all patrons
in the pool area awl to uphold the
club rules. Previous experience is
Preferred, however not required.
All employees must be certified
in First Aid, CPR, and Lifeguarding.
Instructors must be WSI certified.
Salary is based upon experience.
starting at $6.00 an hour. Hours
range from 8:30am to 9:00pm
daily. Call 249-5699,

DIVIRONMDITAL HEALTH MKTG.
5 FT/PT positions available now!
Rapid advancement! Training
provided. People personality
preferred. Call for interview.
408-244-4097.
RETAIL INVENTORY COUNTERS
Must be dependable & have own
transportation. Enjoy flexible hours
by working around your schedule,
Learn new skills. Benefits and
advancement opportunities.
Please call Washington Inventory
Service at 408/294-8196.

NEED EXTRA $$$ when you’re
not in class? To the tune of $90 a
day? Then we need youl! Join the
team at Alum Rock Elem, School
Dist. as a sub teacher. Min rag:
BA, Passing Score on CBEST,
Emergency Cred & Great Attitude.
Bil. Span. preferred. Contact:
Heather Berrios, Sub Coord. 2584923 ext 252. Alum Rock Dist.
2930 Gay Ave. San JoseCA95127,

SECURITY ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Corporate Sites, Top Pay!
Too many benefits to list!
Day, Swing, Grave Shifts, F/T & PIT,
Cal a appy in parson. Man-Sun 7-7.
404286-5880. 5550 Merida, ke.
btwn. San Cats and Pairnoor.
behind the Cad and Party Store.

PT RECEPTIONIST for bus comm.
company. Must be professional,
self-motivated, eager to learn,
multi-tasked, reliable! Hours are
8:00am to 1:30pm, Mon. thru Fri.
Call Brincla 277-0700,
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES in
telecommunications marketing.
Highly motivated people move
ahead quickly in this exciting
network marketing approach. Join
the fastest growing industry. If you
are serious about your future you
need to check this out! Call John
at 8002666245 ext. 33422.
WORK OUTDOORS WITH maims.
College Pro Painters is hiring
responsible students. No exp.
req. $6-$10/hr. Work in Mt. View,
LA Hills. Call 415-497-5434 ext. 2.
FAMILY HEALTH CLUB in Los
Gatos has openings for fitness
center, front desk, childcare,
aquatics & maintenance. Wages
shifts vary depending on dept.
Apply in person. 356-2136.
*CATCH 22
Expansion in SJ area. Exp.
No education. Call 279-1209.

mnoymENT

Assist Omphic Designer Wanted
PT/FT. Reqs use of Photoshop,
Quark XP. & Illustrator.
Send Resume to
Good News Publications
780 Montague Expwy. 707,
San Jose, CA 95131.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS: Youth
Sports Instructor, Lifeguards.
SUMMER OPENINGS: Lifeguards,
Simm hstructors, Carp Counselors,
and Sports Camp Instructors.
Accepting applications at the
South Valley Family YMCA, 5632
Santa Teresa Blvd. San Jose, CA.

WANTED BAND & ORCHESTRA
Instrunent Seed:real. Looking for
someone with retail experience,
knowledge of band & orchestra
instruments. Bilingual a plus. Call
The Starving Musician 554-9041.

START TODAY!
DATA ENTRY POSITION
Are you fast on the 10-kme? Do you
have proficient typing skills? Have
FOR SALE
we got a job for you! Great pay plus
a tuition reimbursement program!
ONE PERSON’S JUNK
Is another person’s treasure! Hours of shift: M-F, 4:30pm-9pm.
Jor a winning team. APPLY TODANI
Sell your junky treasures in
R PS
the Spartan Daily Classifieds.
A Caliber System
Company
897 Wrigley Way
AUTOS FOR SALE
Milpitas. Ca
(415) 8738731367
or
CALL
621r/mi.
Mint
BUICK
RIVIERA
90
EOE/AA.
coma Acluatread tires. One owner.
58.500 924-3600 or 274-2377.
VALET PARKERS P/T, nights &
weekends for private parties in
Los Gatos area. Must have min. 1
year customer service experience,
DELIVERY PERSON NEEDED. & desire to serve people. Polite,
THE SPARTAN DAILY s acoeptirg well groomed, and professional
applications for Fall ’96 semester. attitude only. 20 yrs+. $5.50/hr.
+ tips. Call Mike, 415/546-1747.
HOURS: 7am 9am.
DAYS: Monday- Friday.
PAY: 510.00/day paid monthly OFFICE ASSISTANT- provide
DUTIES: Deliver the Spartan administrative support for daily
Daily to distribution locations on planning of events, meetings, and
corpus & recycle old newspapers conferences held in the Student
into the campus recycling bins. Union. Knowledge of Word Perfect
CA License & DMV printout is & Excel. must be organized & able
required, if hired. Apply at the to work with the public. Contact
Spartan Daily, Dwight Bentel Hall, the Student Union Directors Office
Room. 203, now through May 12, 9-5, call 924-6310.
AUNTIE ANNE’S PRETZELS-Oakridge Mall. Position open for
shift manager. Flex hours. Call
George - 229-2008.

FILE CLERK Enterprise Rent-A-Car
is seeking a part-time file clerk
to work in our corporate office in
San Jose. Duties will include filing
the daily rental contracts and
some receptionist functions. The
position requires an individual
to be available to work 20-25
hours a week. For immediate
consideration, please contact the
Human Resources Department at
(408)467-1300.

JOBS JOBS JOBS
Borg-Warner Protective Service
FLEXIBLE HOURS
FT/PT/Weekends only
$7-59
Unarmed securrty officers
Prestigious client sees
Medical Benefits
Training/Uniforms provided
Military experience a plus
CALL OUR 24 HOUR JOB HOTUNE
1-800-385-9419
or apply in person
891W. Ham i ton 40 Sr Tomas Exp.
Campbell, CA (408) 378-9760
eoe/m/f/d/v dnigfree workplace.
$ Cruise Ships HIrIngl Students
Needed! 55$+-Free Travel (Europe,
Caribbean, Hawaii!) Seasonal/
Permanent, No exper. necessary.
Guide. 919-929-4398 cid C1131.
COLLEGE STUDENT "TO DO" UST
_Register for class _Roommate
_Place to love _Student loan _Buy
books - FIND A JOB!! _Strike
up a conversation with that nice
looking person I met at registration.
*We can’t help you with everything but we may be able to help
you with a job.
Would you like a position that
will compliment your class schedule?
Positions available throghzut San
Jose, Salta aaa, Pemat &Milpitas.
VANGUARD
SECURITY SERVICES
Apply M-F Sam-5prn.
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
caner Scott/San Tomas.
8257,000. My 2nd year income
2 years out of college. Not
multi -level, just an honest
way to make good money.
Call 800-946-1690. Free info.
ADMIN ASST, PART-TIME. Ilex
hrs. Downtown firm seeks sharp
& friendly individual with excellent
verbal communication and typing
speed of 50 wpm. Must be detail
oriented. Computer experience
helpful. Will train. $9.00 $12.00
per hour to start. Fax resume
to 408/9930759, attn: John.
$1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE
mailing our circulars. For info call
1-301-306-1207.
DOES YOUR SUMNER JOB SUCK?
Our 129 year-old publishing company. Southwestern, is looking to
select 8-10 students from SJSU
to work in our summer program.
Average profit torn summer work:
$5,766. For interview information
call (408) 241-9903.

Phone: 924-3277

LAW OFFICE, part-time, p.m., ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
light typing, genera, phones. ring Students Needed! Fishing Industry. Earn up to $3.000-56.000,
$8/hr. Call Margaret 241-1941
per month. Room and Board!
BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE Transportation! Male or Female.
Parttime, arn/prn shifts. Sex hairs. No experience necessary. Cali
Mon-Fn, Serving Downtown San 1-206-971-3510 ext 460414.
Jose. Inner City Express. 22 West
Saint John, San Jose. Apply in
TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
person - 7:30am-6pm.
FT/PT positions with infants,
toddlers. preschool & school age.
TELEMARKETING
Great advancement and growth
Sell Calif’s best newspapers. opportunity. Good benefits. Irnmed.
Flexible hours, open 9am to 9pm openings. ECE v exper. preferred.
7days a week. Hourly, plus bonus. Call Action Day Nurseries.
Near Light Rail, Transit,
4089961437.
Call Today, Work Tomorrow.
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
MEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC.
Downtown
408494-0200 Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Campbell
408364-2700 Students needed in the immediate
positions
also
Office
available. area NI-time/parttime openings.
Call today 1-415-968-9933.
SUMMER DAY CAMP JOBS
International Bartenders School.
Dey Carp, Spats Carp & Specialty
Carp Director & Leader applications
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
being accepted at the Central for egg donation. Desperate
YMCA. Applicants must be ener- Asian couples need your help
getic, enjoy working outdoors, to conceive. Can you help?
have previous experience working Ages 21-30. healthy and
with youth & have the ability to responsible. Generous stipend
lead a variety of camp activities. and expenses paid. Please call
For an application or more info, WWFC 1-510-820-9495.
contact the YMCA at 298-1717 cr
stop by 1717 The Alameda, San Jose.
$ EARN ODRA CASH $
up to $120/week!
LOOKING FOR A JOB
Become a Sperm Donor.
Temporary Permanent
Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Part-Time
We are a small agency with big Contact California Cryobank
contacts! Come in today, bring 415-324-1900, M-F, 85Prn.
your resume & tell us about yourself. We want to get to know you!
$40,000/YR INCOME
AVAILABLE POSITIONS:
potential. Home Typists/PC
Administratrve Assistant
users. Toll Free 1-800-898Clencal
9778 Ext. 7-2236 for listings.
Customer Service
Receptionist
*Accounting
OPPORTUNITIES
*Tech Support
Sales/Marketing
WANTED - PEOPLE WITH VISION.
People who want to be their own
We’re here to help you!
boss. and set their own hours.
Call Today
CAREER RESOURCES
People who have a dream and
plan on acheiving it. Excel Telcom
Personnel Service
independent rep. Call Donald
869 El Camino Real
Gordon 1800593-9075.
Menlo Park
(415) 3286687 (415) 328-4526
$100,000+POTENTIAL. How to
make money. 150+ honest
YMCA TEACHERS/DIRECTORS.
ways. $14.95 for book. Send
FT/PT Schoolege childcare (6+ ECE)
check today: Robert Hyatt.
preferred. WE, 2-6 flex. Looking
Box 2428, Percellville. VA
for fun creative people who are
willing to make a difference.
22132-2428 Ship-Inc.
Summer opportunity also available (childcare, camp, aquatics).
For more information, call Marie
REAL ESTATE
at 408-370-1877.
GOV’T FORECLOSED homes for
TEACHER/AIDES/REC. LEADERS pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax,
Elem. school-age recreation prog., Repo’s, REO’s, Your Area. Toll
PJ’T from 2-6pm. WE during the Free 1800-4989778 Ext. H-2236
school year, turns into FIT (or P/T) for current listings.
during sum, camp prog. XInt. sal.
Los Gatos/Srtga. Rec. Dept. call
Janet at 354-8700x23. (Not site.
school year? Call for summer employment-lifeguards, camp leaders). DENTAL PATIENTS WANTED for
CA Dental Board Exam. Free
TEACHER: Before 8 After School cleaning, filling, and crown if
Program, F/T. Paid medical, qualified. Contact Lai-Fong Lee at
dental & vacation. ECE or Rec. 415-929-6515 for more info.
units required. Resume to:
Frederick Ferrer. @ Gardner
Children’s Center, 611 Willis Ave.
SCHOLARSHIPS
San Jose, CA. 95125. EOE
FREE MONEY For Tow Education!
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING Earn up Apply for your share in millions of
to $2,0130+/month. World travel. unclaimed prrvate sector aid. Call
Seasonal & full-time positions. No Scholarship Resource Services.
exp. necessary. For info. call 408-261-8676.
1-206-971-3550 ext. C60414.
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
Billion in public and private sector
$35,000/YR. INCOME
potential. Reading books. Toll grants & scholarships is now
Free 1-800-89 8-9 778 Ext. R- available. All students are eligible
2236 for details.
regardless of grades, income.
or parent’s income. Let us help.
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A FUN Call Student Financial Services:
and rewarding job? Become a 18002636495 ext. F60414.
teacher or a subsitute for our
school -age day care program. $1,000 STUDENT SCHOLAR:61PD
These are great positions for $1,000 scholarships and various
awards sponsored by Packaging
students. Most teacher positions
Industry! Enroll in Packaging for
are afternoons, M-F. Substitute
positions are perfect for those elgibility. Scholarships available for
who have only one or two after- Spring and Fall 1996. Graduates
receive 5 of mom job offers.
noons available. Units in ECE,
Starting salaries from $30k+.
Rec, Pay, Soc, or Ed are required.
Please call Small World Schools
For details, contact Dc Jorge
Marcondes, Packaging Program
at 408-379-3200 ext. 21.
Coordinator at 408/924-3210.
IS 207 or CCB 200.
TRAVEL AMMO AND WORK Mare
up to $25-$45/hr, teaching basic
conversational English in Japan COLLEGE FINANCIAL NEED?
Taiwan. or S. Korea. No teaching
We can relp. Private money.
No pay baCk. For details. call
background or Asian languages
required. For information call: 5106320835 or 510-4718667.
1-206-971-3570 ext. J60413.

WARIER

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

WORD PROCESSING

SPORTS/THRILLS

TRAVEL

100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experencei by
skydiving! Tandem. koserateo
Freef all, Turbine Aircraft
SJSU student owned & operated
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510434.7575.

EUROPE $269.
Be a ’tile flexible and save $lit
We’ll help yo. beat Ire airline prices
Destratiofis worldwide
AIRIOTCH41 500497-1098
a,hrtchemetcom.corn

TWO’S Word Processing Service.
ResumesSchool PapersFlyers
*Powerpoint presentations
Color output
VERY LOW RATES.
Call Today! 408-937-7201.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing. Free
spell check and storage. APA,
Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Cal Paul or Virginia 408-251-04.49.
NANCY’S COMPUTER SERVICES
’Resumes Term Papers
’Letters *Tape Transcriptions
20 years experience.
Low Rates!
408/297-3341.
THE PERFECT PAPER
Resumes
Research Papers
’Manuscripts. etc.
Worked with SJSU Students &
Faculty for over 15 years. Quick
Tunas:and. 10 minutes from SJSU.
All work guaranteed. Call Jane
from 8am-6pm @1408)937.0373,

PROFESSIONAL %Tool Processing
Theses, term papers, group
projects. resumes, mini ormicro
cassette transcription. All formats.
Fax available. Experienced,
dependable, quick return.
Almaden/Branham area. Call
Linda 406264-4504.
CALL ’MARCIA 2684448
Word Processing Service/Fax
Editing/Format Specialist for
Term Papers/Projects/Resumes
APA Twablan MLA
Grammar. Sentence Structure
Nursing/Sac Wak/English/History
international Students Welcome
Close to SJSU Campus.
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE?
Let me do it for you!
Resumes, Term Papers.
Screenplays, APA,
Dictaphone.
Pickup / Delivery Available
Julie 445-0707

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 wars
"Great Rates for Good Dryers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Crrvers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student’ Family Multi-car"
CALL TODAY 296.5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGAT1ONAI
so open Saturdays 9-2.
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Dan
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Please check I
one classification:

After the *Rh day, rata Increases by $1 per day.
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines $70
15-19 lines $110

Acktess
r!rty & Sale

),IP

Phone
Send check or money order la

Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jaw State linty
San Joss CA 961927072
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
Deadline 10 00 am two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid II No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dales only
QUESTIONS? CALL (40) 1114.327?

_ -ampus Clubs* _Rental Housing
Greek Messages._Sharecl Housing.
_Real Estate
_Events.
_Announcements. _SenAces
_Lost and Found" _Heath/Beauty
_Sportsphrois*
_Volunteers*
_rsurance
_For Sale.
_Autos For Sae _Entertainment.
_Travel
_Computers Etc
_Tutoring.
_Wanted.
_Word Process"::
_Employment
_Scholarships
_OPPOrtunites

available for these classifications. $5.00 for .3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free. 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
Special student rates

SERVICES
COCHRELL’S
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES.
Member of Professional
Association of Resume Verters
Reasonable Rates
Call 3566782.
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing gutter or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning,
Intermediate Or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz. Blues. Rock,
Fusion, Funk. Reggae, or Folk.
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
08IMEPREVEN7flONINFORMATIDM1
1400-622-COPS
Personal Safety
Home security
Vehicle security
Child safety
Consumer assist
information
$1.70- mm, (9-min max)
18 yrs. / Touch tone phone
THE COP-LINE. Morgan Hill, CA.
Bus, Rh.* 4086835723.

WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
PROOFREADING EDITING
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location
& Word Processing.
Get your papers edited before
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
they are graded: A polished
Samples & references available.
paper improves grades.
Chinese & other languages
Free pickup and delivery.
spoken. Foreigners welcome!
For free tips, tools and ideas on
18 years business experience.
how to improve your writing,
scriot.AsTic ADVANTAGE
visit our user-friendly Website
(408) 2414513
at http://www.sci-plus.com
AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED Regular e-rnail: aci@netcom.com
Professional Word Processing! Call for free phone consurtation:
Theses, Term Papers. Nursing & (415) 525.0505...ask for Demist
Group Projects, Resumes, Letters,
Manuscripts. etc. WordPerfect 5.1. WRIONG HELP. Fast professorial
HP Laser II. All formats, specializing editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
in APA. Spelling, punctuation and Essays, letters, application
grammatical editing. Free disk statements, proposals, reports.
storage. All work guaranteed! etc. For more info, please call
Worn, free, dependable and prompt Dave Bolick at 510401-9554.
service. To avoid disappointment, VISA/MasterCard. FAX. &Moil.
call now to reserve your time!
Call PAM 247-2681 (8am-I3an).

Print your ad hors. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

Ad Rates: 3 -line

FAX: 924-3282

WORD PROCESSING / TYPING
Term papers, theses, resumes,
group projects. etc. Free spelling
and grammar check. Typewriter
available for filling in forms. Do
you tape interviews of people for
reports or later reference? If so.
I will transcribe your tapes.
FAX machine. Notary Public.
Will do one day turnaround when
schedule permits. Call Anna at
972-4992 from Sam to 7pm

FOR NATIONAL / Mayo, RATES CALL 408-924-3277

Name

7

EXPERIENCE THAILAND with Cal
State Haywards Bangkok Summer Quarter / Discover Thailand
TOW. Under $3,500. Academic
credit. June 17 to August 6.
Info Ju.e C’ers. FIO 8853538

HEALTH & BEAUTY
MEN 6 WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us derma.
nently remove your unwanted her.
Back- Chest Lip- Bikini Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First OM.
1/2 price if made before 6-31-96.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow. 621 E
Ca -ace’- Ave *17. Campbeit.
1408) 379-3500
TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR?
E
,
-e answer!!
I ’e
n
any where
on your body, ’rum facial hair to
bikini area. Cali for appointment.
Camelias Electrolysis Place.
1190 Lncoln, San Jose, 9939093.
MonSat./ Free Cons. /Eve spots.
All Students Receive 20% Discount.
’r

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever
Specialist. Confidential
Your own prow or disposable
335 S. Baywood Ave. San- Jose
247-7486.

Certain advertisements In
these colutirts may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that when malting
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goochs or SINVIC*11.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate aN firms
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
vacabons Of mercharid Ise.
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answers will appear in the next issue
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Suicide threat cuts power to thousands

By Shane Lewis

Swum Dads Staff lamer

For Mall% III the i s.d. it %, as
nothing inure than a laughing
matter as an unidentified man
climbed to the nip of a power pole
on 10th Street and threatened to
cominit suicide.
It began at 6:05 p.m, when the
university
police department
received a call that somebody was
climbing up a power pole. said
Lori Stahl. SJSU spokeswoman.
At 6:18 p.m.. Pacific Gas and
Electric shut down the power in
the campus area at the request of
the San Jose Fire Department to
prevent the man front getting
electrocuted. More than 5.000
customers were cut off from service. including those living in
Allen, Moulder, Markham and Joe
West residence halls.
Outside, a crowd of several hundred people gathered to watch
the spectacle unfold throughout
the night. Members in the crowd
often joked and laughed about
what was happening.
"Why doesn’t he just jump?
That’s what everybody wants!"
yelled somebody in the crowd.
The scene resembled more of a
neighborhood get-together as residents talked and laughed while
children ran around in the cordoned-off street. By then, local
television stations had arrived to
cover the event.
Others did not take what was

happening lightly. and were disgusted by the Li owd’s disregard
for what was ’Lippe
g.
"People think it’s cool when
someone is about it) kill himself. It
doesn’t
make
sense,"
said
Mohamed BASHI.L an SIM’ slit-

dent

"I’m sure 90 percent of the people out here hope he’ll jump mid
will be disappointed if he docsii
It’s not a laughing matter its a
matter of life or death."
The man seemed to bask in the
attention, often yelling at the
crowd and dancing on the crossbars. At one point, he took off his
shirt and threw it down, eliciting
"oohs" and "ahhs" from the
crowd.
By 8 p.m., power had been
restored to most of the area
except for the residence halls and
about 500 customers on 10th
Street between San Carlos and
San Salvador streets.
As the early evening turned to
night, the residence halls, still
without power, were reduced to
pitch darkness in the halls and
rooms.
Harry Cho, a resident at Allen
Hall. summed up the situation
It sucks," he said, remembering what went through his mind
when the power went out. "When
my computer went off I said,
’What the hell’s going on?"
The scene was surreal as residents gathered at the lobby where

66
People think it’s cool
when someone is about
to kill himself. It doesn’t
make sense.
Mohamed Bosnia
SJSU student

emergency lighting was set up,
talking to one another to pass the
time.
it’s doing pretty good at building a comm
here because no
one has anything better to do
than talk and hang out in the
lobby," said another Allen Hall
resident, Valerie Hostetler.
Late in the evening, firefighters
tried unsuccessfully to get the
man down by sending a cherry
picker from a fire engine to get
the man down.
The man refused their efforts,
threatening to jump if they tried.
At 11:20, the power had still not
been turned on.
it
"It’ll be out till he comes off the
pole," said spokesman for PG Sc E.

PHOTO BY T.R. NIC.HOLS SPARTAN DAIL

Amendment
From page I
non on March 21, 1996.
"She (Charell) is power tripping. She wants complete power
over the budget, that’s why she didn’t appoint a controller and everyone on the Board knows it,"
Yaghmai said,
Yaghmai said since there has
been no controller, the board lacks
organization. "Chard’ doesn’t
know what is going on," he said.
Charell said the reason she hasn’t appointed a new controller is
because A.S. bylaws require candidates to serve an internship before
they can be a controller.
"Jerry (Simmons), Adrian
(Rodriquez) and Mike (Yaghmai)
4,ing to benefit from his

Fedor said. "This stipulation will
make it legal for the controller to
give out $1,000 without any
approval from the legislature."
Fedor said what they are doing is
illegal, "they are trying to rush it
through. They don’t want to discuss it."
At one point in the meeting,
without a necessary motion for
recess, all the directors started to
get up and walk around when
Yaghmai got up to get a book in
order clear tip a point of information argument.
"This is illegal," Fedor said. "He
thinks because he (Yaghmai) is the
chair he can do whatever he
wants."
Simmons said the whole year

has been a struggle with no
Controller. "Marilyn hasn’t shown
up to a meeting in months, she has
skipped all the budget hearings
and delegations."
Brown said, "I honestly believed
they (Simmons and Charell) wanted the best for the students, how
they both go about it raises my eyebrows."
Also at the meeting Kimberly
Thompson Sponsored Programs
director resigned by telephone
because of medical reasons.
Thompson was elected to the same
position next semester in the
March election and she said she is
looking forward to coming back.

Perfect’ parking spot not so great
By Jeffrey Niese
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

When Carol Townsend arrived
at school a little before 6 p.m. for
her business class she thought she
had a great parking spot.
"I thought, ’All right’ the spot
was right across frommy class,"
Townsend said.
Unfortunately for Townsend,
about 10 minutes after she pulled
up in her Toyota Corolla an
unidentified man climbed up a
power pole directly above her car.
Sabine Wessler, a classmate and
friend of Townsend’s, said when
Townsend came into her class she

told everyone a man was on top of
a pole in front of the building.
Wessler was also stranded
because she parked in a parking
lot which San Jose police had
closed because of the man.
Both Wessler and Townsend live
in Cupertino next to each other,
and didn’t count on getting much
sleep.
Townsend said she had to be at
work at 7 a.m, and then has a test
in a class tonight.
Townsend said as the man started to climb up he said he was
going to smoke a joint and be a
human sacrifice. At first he was

screaming and yelling, "Why me?"
He also tried to walk across the
wires but he soon figured out it
wouldn’t work, Townsend said.
He said he didn’t trust anyone,
he was obviously upset, Townsend
said. "He is probably lonely and
hurt, that is why he likes all the
attention."
"I hope he doesn’t jump, it’s just
unfortunate that I parked there,"
Townsend said, "It was a great spot;
now it’s keeping me here all
night."

msn

The Microsoft Networi<
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10409W
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start?

LIKE To START.
Easy, Romeo. We don’t know each other that well.
The question was: Where do you begin your online
adventures? If you had MSN’s Custom Start Page,
all the stuff you like best and all the things. you
need most would be right there, right in front of
you. Web links and search engines, sports scores
and ski reportseven comic strips. You pick what
you want and forget the rest. So visit our site at
www.msn.com. It’s easier to get to than first base.

01996 Micr000ft Corporahon All rishis
trademark and MSN and the MSS lop ane
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An unidentified man stands atop a power pole on 10th Street, just north of the Business Tower,
Wednesday evening. The street was closed as negotiators tried to talk the man down, preventing students who had parked in the lot near the pole from leaving campus.
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Text by

S
Shawna Glynn, Etc. Editor
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fought with her. I have stood by her side. I have tried at all costs to
Ihave
make her proud of me. She has listened to me. She has advised and comforted me. She has given me the clothes off her back.
On May 12, we celebrate her day. But this year, we may spend it apart,
instead of together like the years before.
When I was a child, my mother worked very hard to support me. With little
help from my natural father, my mother saved enough money early in my youth
to put me through college, all by herself. She was proud of her accomplishment
We were poor and every penny counted. For her to save thousands of dollars for
my education was quite amazing.
Unfortunately, my mother’s third husband drained my college fund when 1
was a teen-ager while supporting his recreational habits. I held that against my
mother for years; after all it was her husband and frankly her money (she saved
her money before she was married to him so community property laws didn’t
apply). Despite the fact that he thought my funds were his, I held it against her
when I had to postpone my higher education until I could save enough money
for my own tuition.
Eventually I chose to forgive her. Not for any reason other than she’s my
mother. She had good intentions and I was an adult when I !eared there wasn’t
any college money. I was old enough to earn it myself.
When I moved to San Francisco shortly after high school, my mother was my
best friend the entire time I lived there. Only 73 miles away and we felt millions
of miles apart. Every day, several times a day, we talked on the phone. When the
weekends came, we visited in person. There wasn’t a conversation we didn’t
have. Every bit of sorrow I felt, she felt. Every loss I suffered, she suffered. Every
tear I shed, she shed. Like two peas in a pod, my mother and I felt our bond was
so strong nothing could break through it ...
Except last August on my wedding day. My time had come to walk down the
aisle. I would be vowing to spend the rest of my life with Peter Glynn. I would be
changing my name to his. My mother would be walking along side. Because I
have little contact with my father, my mother offered to give me away.
The idea of my mother walking me down the aisle seemed very liberating to
me. What I never considered was the possibility that my mother might ruin my
wedding day and I would later regret allowing her to even be there in the first
place.
My mother did ruin my special day. What she did is not nearly as important
as how she made me and new husband feel. I tried to forgive her, but the memories taunt me.
Mothers and daughters have very interesting relationships. Sometimes I
think I would go as far as to say mothers and daughters have love and hate relationships 100 percent of the time.
While my mother and I have had our ups and downs, the last down has
affected me differently than the normal trial and tribulations family members
sometimes have. Women are taught that weddings are important, perhaps the
most important day in their lives, aside from child birth. While my wedding was
very special to me. I don’t think I put that kind of weight on the occasion. But
the happiness I wanted to feel was taken from me by my mother. On this day, I
wanted her to be happy, sober, proud and unselfish. She was none of these
things. She embarrassed me, my husband and herself.
I will always love my mother and with May 12 only around the corner, I will
sit and ponder. I will wonder if I am carrying the grudge I have too far. I will
think alxna all the troublesome things I have done in my youth that she forgave.
I will try and define what the phrase "unconditional love" actually means.
Either I will decide to contact my mother or I will conclude that I am not
ready. Whatever the outcome, it will be the first time Mother’s Day had little
meaning to either of us.

Cover: After leaving their devastated farm in Oklahoma during the early
1930s, the Joad family arrive in California in their quest for a better, richer life.
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Former SJSU football player Brent Evans relaxes at his home in Hollister on Tuesday. Evans underwent eye
surgery on Wednesday to correct double vision in his right eye, a complicaation from his brain surgery. A
benefit for Evans will be held April 27 at the Christopher Ranch in Gilroy from 6 p.m. to 11 p.m. Proceeds
will go toward Evans’ rehabilitation and medical expenses.

TONIGHT 4/25’
WAR
Friday 4/26

Brent Evans: raising funds
Text by Paul Eiser Photo by T.R. Nichols
After a terrifying threat to his life
and football career, Brent Evans, a
wmer Spartan quarterback, is
currently in rehabilitation after undergoing treatment for a tumor found in his
brain last fall.
After a Magnetic Resonance Imaging
test (MRI) of Evan’s brain, doctors found
an ependymoma tumor embedded in his
brain stem. Evans underwent surgery and
six weeks of radiation treatment. Now,
Evans’ condition is listed as stable and
the tumor’s growth seems to have
stopped. Two MRIs later, and the prognosis shows the tumor is not growing.
"The physicians are pleased that it
hasn’t grown," Evans said. "1 think the
radiation therapy is doing its job."
Although doctors cannot give Evans
any type of definate prognosis. Evans is
not about to give up.
"(I try to) just stay positive. ’fly to not
to think too far ahead," Evans said.
The Brent Evans Trust is putting on a
barbecue benefit April 27 from 6 p.m. to
II p.m. at the Christopher Ranch in
Gilroy.
’The profits go to help

CINEBAR
A drinking person’s bar!
Where Fraternities
& Sororities meet!
No drugs or fighting!
CIMINAII

69 E. San Fernando
(corner of 2nd)

Big Sandy & His
Fly Rite Boys

for rising hopes
Evans with his rehabilitation and medical
expenses," said Sandy Paulson, an administrator of the Brent Evans Trust.
There will be two bands: Sha-Boom,
playing from 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. and
Big Bop and The Choppers, playing from
9 p.m. to 11 p.m. Ticket prices are $15
and includes admission and all the popcorn you can eat. For a couple dollars
more, people can eat barbecue and help
themselves to beverages which will
include beer, margaritas, wine and sodas.
There will be a silent auction featuring memorabilia contributed by the likes
of professional football players Steve
Young, Brent Jones and Jerry Rice.
Since Evans was diagnosed, a lot has
happened in his life. He is engaged and
plans to marry in August. He has recently
started coaching football at Gavilan
Comminity College and he has started
working at the Gilroy Senior Chi/ens
Center.
Brent said he will be at the benefit
concert and barbeque and will be dancing with his fiancee.
"The turnout is going to be real

20% OFF Body Jewelry

,,

five. It is going to he a blast," Evans
said.
Evans said he has received a lot of
support and contributions from friends
and family. Football player Brent Jones
contributed $2,500 and the Saber Cats
are holding a special Brent Evans night.
"He’s got a lot of support from the
local community," Paulson said. "We got
a lot of money in the bank."
Evans is in good spirits and said he
plans to remain that way through support from friends and family.
"1 feel pretty good. I have a lot of my
strength back ... I can’t complain,"
Evans said.
People who want to go to the benefit
need to call for tickets immediately at
(408) 354-1512. There will Ix. uniformed police officers at the benefit
plt IMISI
checking identiti(
21 to
entet
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Why Pay More?
Use a blazing fast
4446 or Pentium Computer
only $6/hr and .25 a print
Open M -F 9:00-3:00 p.m.
Tues. I :30-6:30 p.m.
YWCA
Career Center
375 So.’ Third St.
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Text by Jeff Niese
Brava" is a romantic
Costa
comedy with a twist. The
twist is the two people
falling in love are both women.
The director Marta BattetboL,Il. born in Barcelona. Spain, said
she is obsessed with comedy, and
this was evident in her first feature
length movie.
"I like the shock people get
when they find out the person they
fell in love with is not what they
thought," Battetbo-Coll said.
The movie begins with the main
character Anna Giralt-Romaguera
(played by Battetbo-Coll), in front
of a camera performing a monologue she wrote called "Love Thy
Neighbor." As a tour guide on the
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side, Anna meets a teacher and researcher
Montserrat Ehrzman Rosas (played by Desi
Del Valle) who takes a tour of Costa Brava.
While on the tour, Montserrat discovers
Anna’s monologue. She ends up borrowing
the play and is entranced by the lesbian
issues. Montserrat arranges to meet with
Anna to return her play. Dttring this meeting, Montserrat talks to Anna about her
experiences with men and women
Montserrat shows interest in a relationship
with a woman and the playful teasing
between the two begins.
The begging phases of the relationship
provide a lot of humor. The cat and mouse
game of who will call whom begins immediately with Anna eventually making the first
move.
"I am going to kiss you," said Anna to
Montserrat. With Montserrat’s consent, the
two women make love in a car.
That is how their romance begins.
When the relationship between the two
seems to stagnate in the eyes of Montserrat,
she approaches Anna with the idea of ending the relationship but they end up moving
in together. This is a key scene in the movie
because throughout, Montserrat never really
accepts being a lesbian. She plans a break-up
with Anna because lesbian relationships are
looked down upon by society.
After moving in together, the relationship
moves rather smoothly until Montserrat gets
fired from her teaching job. As a consequence, Montserrat has to look elsewhere
for a job and finds one in San Francisco.
With Montserrat moving to San
Francisco, Anna looks to get a San Francisco
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theater company to fund her monologue.
Of course, in the last minutes of the
movie Anna’s monologue is accepted and
she is off to San Francisco to live with her
lover, Montserrat.
Balletbo-Coll said, "The movie could be
two men or a man and a woman. It doesn’t
matter."
The movie was the winner of the 1995
Los Angeles Gay and Lesbian Film Festival
Audience award for best picture, and was
also a winner of the ’95 San Francisco
Lesbian and Gay Film Festival Audience
award for best lesbian picture.
Balletbo-Coll never had traditional acting
education and basically everything she
learned about acting is self-taught or handed
down from her friends. Her acting pertnrmance is believable, but Valle seems t, be a
more natural actress.
The movie brings up the topic ot lesbian
relationships, which most major motion picture companies avoid. Because society often
fails to embrace gay topics in movies, this
type of content is usually saved for the smaller screen, with a lower budget.
The movie was shot in 14 days and it
only $30,000; an amazing feat in itself.
If you want to see a cute, funny most
depicting a lesbian relationship, give this
movie a chance.
If your looking for more.
Alb.14
look elsewhere.
Asi,;416- out of
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Intriguing from
Nf end to beginning

Text by Francis Ladines
ritual often played out in the minds of forThe
mer lovers is figuring out what has gone
wrong in their relationship. Only upon doing
so will the lovers understand how things have come
to be.
Harold Printer’s play, "Betrayal," is modeled after
such retrospection. Presented by the San Jose Stage
Company, the play moves backwards in time, from
the end of a love affair to its beginning.
This innovative way of telling the story (the
scenes are shown backwards, from present to the
past) won "Betrayal" New York’s Drama Critics
Circle Award for hest foreign play and London’s
West End award for best play of the season.
Along with the notion of a failed affair, the plot
is about a love triangle. It examines the fragile space
between love and loyalty between a husband, his
wife and his best friend.
The actors’ performances were effective in
telling the story. The cast features only four characters, but one, the waiter, has a minor role. The three
main characters are Jerry, his best friend Robert and
Robert’s wife Emma.
Between them, an intriguing story unfolds. The
opening scene is Jerry and Emma talking to each
other after having been apart fir years. It’s a cordial
conversation but they painfully recall the affair they
had.
The plot twists with every scene, revealing more
clues to the audience as to what had happened during the affair and how it started. It is learned that
Jerry and Emma have kept their affair a secret from
their families for years.
What keeps the viewer on edge is the interaction
between Jerry and Robert. It is tenuous to watch
Jerry try to maintain his composure when he thinks

Robert has found out about the affair.
The actors’ performances are convincing. Mark
&toiler gives Jerry a squeamishness; an anxiety of a
person keeping a secret. 1.ivia Genise plays the cool
Emma, who casually ccuitrtnits difficult situations.
Julian Lopez-Morillas makes Robert suspicious of
what may going on between his wife and best friend.
At times, the viewer cringes at the possibility of
Robert finding out about the affair. The conclusion
brings all of the scenes together and the result is a
perfect closure in which everything finally makes
sense. I. personally, was relieved; there was no more
gut-wrenching suspense.
The play features frequent set changes due to
the time reversal in each scene. Convincing the
audience that scenes are happening at different
times and places was achieved through planned out
stage changes.
As each scene ended, the lights dimmed.
Unrecognizable stage hands quickly changed the
look of the stage by sliding props on and off or into
new positions. Simple additions such as a table cloth
or curtains hanging from the ceiling changed the
setting from a home in England, to a summer flat,
to a hotel in Italy and finally to a restaurant.
To give the element of time (past to present) so
important to this play, the actors dressed and looked
accordingly. The men were shown as having beards,
then in the next scene they were clean-shaven.
To further create the scenes, a slide projector
showed relevant images on a screen in the background of the stage. During a scene inside a house,
an image of the house was put up.
To inform the audience of time changes, the
screen would read "Two years earlier." It was an
effective method to help the audience follow the

.

complex story.
As a neophyte to theater (I had never been to a
play before). I was amazed by the actors’ performances. Their feelings were much more it ttttt ediate
than actor portrayals in the movies.
"Betrayal" will be performed each Wednestlax
through Saturday evening at 8 p.m. and i’a Ii stinda!,
afternoon at 2 p.m. through May 12. Tit kl’IS die lin
sale at the San Jose Stage Company’s bni itili t. or by
calling 283-7142. Ticket prices range from SIto
$25. Discounted group, student and senit,i Imes are
available. All performances are at The S!.tge. Pitt
South First St.
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M. Butterfly goes t I
politically correct
Text by William jeske Photo by Chris Simescu
Opera San Jose’s season closer resurrects
"Madame Butterfly" making it her third time
to grace the company’s stage.
Puccini ’s allegedly tragic turn of the century
story tells of a coy geisha, Butterfly, who is married
to U.S. Navy Lt. B. F. Pinkerton.
Pinkerton had rented a house in Japan from a
marriage broker who arranged for him to marry
Butterfly, whose real name is Cio-Cio-San. Pinkerton
takes the marriage offer as novelty and marries the
sincere Cio-CiosSan despite his plans to leave for sea
the next morning and eventually marry an
American woman.
Opera San Jose has taken some ambitious, yet
refreshingly slap-in-the-face liberties with Puccini’s
hallmark.
Puccini based his opera on a stage play by the
same name written by David Belasco and began production in 1904.
Opera San Jose does Puccini well by effectively
portraying the theme of one culture’s arrogance
over another’s and the worst case scenario that
ensues when shallow-mindedness leads to death.
Traditionally. Pinkerton and Cio-Cio-San have
been given equally appeasing virtues to gain audience approval. Sort of the Romeo and Juliet phenomenon in which you’re supposed to love both
characters and vicariously feel the anguish they feel
with circumstances beyond their control.
"Madama Butterfly differs slightly since Puccini
and Belasco put Pinkerton in control of the situation and either by pigheadedness or immaturity
does everything become the emotional mess we selfrespecting opera goers love.

Director Daniel Ifelfgot has opted for
pigheadedness and one can tell within the
first few minutes of John Bellermer’s
demeanor as the brash lieutenant that he
permeates such smarminess you want to slap
him.
Gracefully, the level-headed Sharpless
provides some inkling that America is capable of producing culturally sensitive citizenry.
The twist works in an ironic attempt at
politically correcting the contrived goal of
an Italian author addressing American culttire’s arrogance toward Japan’s.
What remains the same is Cio-Cio-San’s girlish
candor. Cynthia Clayton wowed everyone opening
night with her portrayal of the Butterfly who is netted and pinned down by her own convictions of
trust, loyalty and faithfulness.
Opera San Jose pulls off wonderfully this simple
story of deep characters with big hearts (except in
Pinkerton’s case in this production) on the small
stage of the Montgomery Theater.
Hellgot and co-set designer Kurt Meeker have
put a lot of trust in the performers to carry themselves and not rely on elaborate sets and backdrops
to propel. No big task since the three-act play doesn’t takes our heroine further than the porch of her
house.
The simple sliding wall landscapes of Japan’s
coastline are impressive but don’t upstage the
action. However, the moving landscape on the left
and right stage makes for a rather clumsy transition
between acts as the wheeled backdrops sway forward

downstage.
As awkward as it is to see White cast iii.1111,4Is
portray Japanese characters, all of whom sing in
Italian as a long screen above the stage flash., the
translation in English, "Madan,., Riitiei t1 is is ill
deserving of the intrinsic value is been .1..igned by
art culture.
It is worth it to pay a pricey fee to sit lot tiller
hours and feel powerless to step in %heti An liglsAmerican brashly takes an arranged wit t. ..11., has
been scorned by her friends and larnil%
.i10.111 t lit
cloning her Buddhist faith to adhete
The sphincter unknowingly knot ks Ii>> ip iliiI>
first night together and leaves for Sea for tine,
S
while she, their son and her maid go broke onli to
have him return with a new wife and intentions if
taking the child with him so the bo% in bait. .1 better life.
It makes you want to scream an ii i,i sti high it
shatters glass.
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Ma Joad, played by professional actress Lindal Hoy, prepares supper during rehearsal in the University Theatre in Dwight Bentel Hall
The scene takes place at one of the fires in Hooverville, an immigrant camp in California.

Lured forward
by a cloud
Text by Shane Lewis Photos by Chris Simescu

of dust

of shadows wielding clubs enter, slashingllashlight beams
at the men before them, lighting their faces briefly.
"There they are.’" someone shouts.
Figures dart in every direction in a blur, until there are
only two men left, surrounded in a semicircle by their
attackers. On, of the men pleads with them to slop.
"You don’ know what
you’re a-doin!" he shouts
before he is struck brutally across the face with a
’lab. As he falls, his
attacker steps forward
and hits him again
afrOAA the back. The man
.falls and lies stilt
One qthe other men
with clubs rushes forward and examines the
body, exclaiming, "Jesus,
George! I think you killed
him!"
Such is the grim
cycle of hatred and
violence faced by the
Joad family, just one
of several thousand
families who left
everything they had
behind in Oklahoma
Tom Joad, left played by Daniel Wilson, arrives at Hooper Ranch with the rest
to search of a better
of his family looking for work where they meet with a crowd of people on strike.
life in SJSU’s produc-

Dwhom hangs over the stage during rehearsal like a
shroud as a group of furtive shadows none within
It glancing fearfully in every direction.
"Let’s go!" one sf the men shouts, just before the darkness is suddenly illuminated by the stabbing glare of nearly
a dozen flashlights. From the Ki side of the stage a group
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don of "The Grapes of Wrath," based on John
Steinbeck’s classic novel.
Set in 1938 during the time of the dust bowl,
which devastated the lives of thousands of farmers
in the Midwest, the play depicts the struggles the
Joad family faced in their quest for something better
than what they left.
ii
The dust bowl refers to the huge cloud, d
that billowed up into the air when the (In
earth was blown upwards by the wind. The veil ot
dust often hung in the air for days, turning tte, to
night.
With the farming soil destroyed, the livelihoods
of many farmers was wiped out. With no money to
pay for homes or food to feed their families, the
farmers migrated to California, hired by the
promise of jobs.
1 think about their courage and inner strength,"
director Amy Glazer said, explaining how much she
admired the Jowl family in the play. ’They didn’t
give up and it’s inspiring. They aren’t your typical
heroes. They’re simple farmers who have to overcome huge obstacles.’
The obstacles included horrible discrimination
against the midwesterners by much of the nation,
the internal strife within the gorernment camps set
up along the way to house the migrating farm families and the threat of the land itself.
One of the major benefits of doing this play,
according to Glazer, is the fact that there is a novel
to act as the inspiration and heart for it.
’The map is so clear. It’s about taking the story

and telling it as close to it," she said. "Very
rarely does a director and cast have a novel to
work off of."
For the past few months the director and
the cast have been rehearsing to bring the
production together.
"We’re very excited and very exhausted,"
Glazer said. "I’m absolutely relentless and
tenacious. I expect the actors to step up to the
plate, and they have done just that.
For Glazer, the path to putting the whole
play together is what makes it all worth while
as a director. She has been directing plays t4,1
the past 15 years, and has done more than
productions.
She said she believes the play will be a "real
spectacular show" and gives credit to everyone
from the actors to the people who work
behind the scene.
"It’s an amazing group of people," she said.
One of those people is stage actress Linda
Hoy, who plays Ma Joad, the matriarch and
heart of the Joad family.
"Her hazel eyes seemed to have experienced all
possible tragedy and to have mounted pain and suf
fering like steps into a high calm and a superhuman understanding. She seemed to know, to accept,
to welcome her position, the citadel of the family, the
strong place that amid not be taken."*
The story of "The Grapes of Wrath" is one
that is part of Linda Hoy’s own farnik histi its
She said she remembers in the late 19.10s and
early 1950s the stories her father used to tell
her by the fireplace; life during the dust bowl
when she was a little girl living in Kansas.
"My father was a wonderful storyteller," Hoy
said, recalling his stories of how at age 16 he
became the man of the house when his father
left. Like many other families, they lost their
home to the dust bowl. Unlike the Joad family,
they stayed in Oklahoma, living in dugouts
and shacks while her father supported them
by becoming a professional gambler.
Because of her family history, it is no surprise that Hoy wanted to play Ma Joad. "I love
the character. She’s a powerful loving, strong
woman, full of wisdom. It touches me."
What distinguishes Hoy from the rest of the
cast is she is a professional actress from the
Actors’ Equity Association. She was called in
because there was a need to have an actress
close to the age of Ma to play that role.
"I’ve been on stage for the past 48 years,
first as a dancer when I was four years old. In

1965, I did my first professional play," she
said.
Her enthusiasm for acting has not dulled.
"It’s that mysterious thing about art. When
I’m on stage, I feel alive," Hoy said.
While Hoy is a veteran of the stage, junior
student Patrick Klein, who plays Uncle John,
has never acted before. He said he remembers the day he auditioned for the play.
"I stood alone on the stage and auditioned for the play while Amy was sitting
down below," Klein said. "I can probably say
that I have never been so nervous before in
toy life."
Several callbacks later he found himself
playing a major role in the play, that of
Uncle John, one of the more tragic characters in Steinbeck’s novel.
"Nearly all the time the barrier of loneliness rut
Uncle John offfrom people and from appetites. He
ate little, drank nothing, and was celibate. The
death of his wife, followed by months of being
alone, had marked him with guilt and shame and
had left an unbreaking loneliness on him."*
"Most of Uncle John’s life has been spent
with this overwhelming shadow of guilt and
sorrow because of the death of this wife,
which he believes is his fault" Klein said.
As a result, Klein said he tries to emphasize this guilt and sorrow by creating a
somber presence on the stage with his
movements.
"It’s like having a big weight on your
shoulders. I never have my shoulders fully
erect," he said.
One of the most ambitious aspects of the
play are the special effects that will be used
to create the world in which the Joads live.
Some of the featured effects will be rain on
the stage, a river at the front of the stage and
dirt that will allow the characters to dig a
grave on the stage.
All of this is being made possible by the
joint efforts of technical director Jim Colley
and stage designer Joe Ragey.
"I take Joe’s drawings and make them a
reality," Olney said. "My job is to make sure
that Joe and Amy get what they want."
Sarah Gordon, who plays Rose of Sharon,
said that having the natural special effects
helps the actors get more into the world of
the characters.
"I’m freezing my ass off in there," she said.
As a result, according to her, pretending to be

While taking other parts during the course of the play, Sheila Rahnama (left), Jason St.
Claire, and Sarah Gordon also play ensemble characters as one of the immigrant families in Hooverville. Gordon alternates taking the role of Rose of Sharon with Bridgette
Loriaux.

Jim Casy, played by Coby Bell, plays the harmonica at Uncle
John’s house in Oklahoma before heading out on their long
journey to California.
in the water is no feat of acting.
Gordon herself is part of the most unusual casting in the
play. Two actresses were selected to play the ii it Rise of
Sharon, the oldest daughter in the Joad family who ,tt the
age of sixteen is pregnant and married.
"Her whole thought and action were directed inward on the &thy.
And the world was pregnant to her; she thought outs in terms of
reproduction and of motherhood...*
For Glazer, the role was not only a great one, but it was
the only major female role for a college age actress to play.
She said she believed that she should give two actresses the
chance to play the role.
"I’m an advocate for performance opportunit,.." I ;lacer
said. "I got two of my top actresses to play the cliatat let."
idgette
Those two actresses, senior Gordon and Ow
Loriaux, will alternate nights playing the role. While one
plays Rose, the other will play ensemble (halm ters who make
up the background of play.
Loriaux herself said she is surprised that she got the if ile,
because she bet es
she gave a horrible audition. "I is ii
thought I would get it."
Loriaux said the III/,St interesting thing about the ,
ter is that she is tilled %vitt) both hope hit her Intuit
and her marriage and tear that she will lose In tilt.
What also makes the role inimesting, a miling lii
Gordtm, is the mere tact that she is pi egmuil
"I try to get the waddle down. The gi.win IS in soul stimisini
ach and you have to ding %out back bat kw.ud sit
/11I
I line
.1.1%
walk," she said. "1 actually do get back pains
to waddle."
Like Gordon, Loriaux said one of the main goals ot the
whole cast is to bring the audience back to the 193us and the
dust bowl.
"If we can bring them ha( k ti, lit. CI .1 III is tin, /I (itlAil
we can then I think we’ve al «implished %Oho we wain n,
accomplish. she said.
And when the time comes to do that, Loriaux s,otd the last
is up to it.
"When the curtain comes up. we’ll be rea4" she said.
"The Grapes of Wrath" opens today in the l!niversit%
Theatre at 8 p.m. Following shows will be on April 21i And 27
and May 14. For ticket information, call 924-4588.
* Excerpts from John Steinbeck’s "The Grapes of Wrath.
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Elysian -Fields:
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111,,tASLC
Text by Becki Bell
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Greek Mythology, the Elysian Fields
was the name fur the final destination of
In
all good souls. It was your typical dancing-around-in-the-daisies kind of a place,
much like the traditional Christian image of
heaven. I doubt that the Greek god who
presided over the Elysian Fields felt he had
to publish a brochure about how best to
enjoy the experience.
Several thousand years later, the current version of the
Elysian Fields is a five-member band whose cover is decorated
not by the surreal art so popular among modern musicians,
but by written suggestions on exactly what kind of environment the listener should create befOre listening to the compact disc. Who ever heard of putting that kind of PR on the
reverse side of an album? I call that a reflection of the band’s
insecurity about their own music.
It’s not really bad music, though, even though the warning
signs on the compact disc’s backside seein to suggest that the
music inside the case is less than self-sustaining. There is some
potential here, but the insecurity that is so emblazoned
on the packaging is also
apparent in the music itself.
Vocalist Jennifer Charles
attempts to create the same
sort of sensual atmosphere
that Margo Timmins of the
Cowboy Junkies is able to
invoke rather flawlessly
but the effort is fragmentary
336 E. Williams at Eighth- 297-TOGO
17I, rry fint anel original TOGO:s"
because her voice sounds so
uncertain and unpracticed.
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She simply does not have the kind of confidence it takes to
really make the sensuality and seduction of her lyrics work with
the music itself
Charles’ fellow musicians provide an adequate backdrop of
a slow, trance-like, jazz-on-vicoden sound, and the lyrics
are really pretty good, though
often very sexual in nature
not particularly deep. As a stand-alone phrase, "Gently like a
lullaby/you dig me deeper and deeper/go down dear, go
down," is much more intricately suggestive than Margo
Timmins’ very blatant "Especially with my head [’minding/And
lying helpless in my bed/I long for you and your expert
hands." Timmins’ lyrics sound rather cheesy when separated
from her voice, but her confidence and expert use of vocal
sexuality make her music very effective. It is a quality that is
missing from Jennifer Charles’ work with Elysian Fields.
I think this band could still make their effOrt work
assuming they could convince their management to get rid of
the had PR that chokes both the EP cover and their obnoxious
press release. Analogies like, "studded by the jewel-like tones of
master guitarist Marc Ribot," and "Jennifer’s pure vocals and
the searing harmonica of John Lurie entwine like plumes of
frankincense over an alter," sound so contrived that I suspect
Elysian Fields’ management might be guilty of locating their
public relations plan in the two-for-one section of the local PR
flea market.
Then there are the words on the back of the compact disc
itself which, I suppose, are intended to remind listeners of
their favorite moments words that were obviously not well
thought-out. Personally, I have never remembered "first love"
as a time of "throbbing bliss." Phrases like that are usually
reserved for Internet porno.
I do think Elysian Fields does deserve a little credit
they have been together less than a year, and that is barely
enough time for them to develop the kind of chemistry that
a successful band needs to have. They may need to rethink
their approach and develop a style that is a little more
unique, since they currently sound way too much like a
watered-down version of the Cowboy Junkies. That done,
they need to spend a little less time explaining to their
potential audience exactly what atmospheric conditions are
necessary to obtain the "full significance" of the musk, and
more time developing a musical strategy that will make such
explanations unnecessary. A little self-confidence would take
this band a long way.

Eta.

A voyage into
the silver lining

Text by Francis Ladines
man stops into a dark and
smoky bar, thinking about
wart break and what went
wrong, lie looks for the answers
in the bottom of his empty %hitt
glass.
Such a scene describes the
mood of Mark Eitiel’s album "60
Watt Silver Lining." The album is
packed full of tales of love, loneliness and salvation. Several of the
songs are about bars in Eitzels’s
hometown, San Francisco, and
the bar patrons’ dreams and
fears.
The former front man of the
critically lauded folk-rock band,
American Music Club (AMC),
Eitiel is now backed by a jazz trio.
Eitzel conjures up emotions
with his crooning, introspective
vocals. The band paints a backdrop of moody jazz that perfectly
compliments Eiuel’s soulful
voice.
Most of the songs are slow
numbers, but they come off as
dynamic as they are intoxicating.
The languid tempo is kept by
complex sounds crafted by
incredible musicians.

Former AMC member, Bruce
Kaphan. plays the piano.
Hammond organ and pedal steel.
Danny Pearson, Eitzel’s bassist of
12 years, lays a sultry rhythm with
his upright bass. Simone White,
former drummer for the hip-hop
innovators, Disposable I let is Of
Iliphoprisy, shows off his finesse
with jazzy beats.
The instruments come to the
forefront in solos and flourishes,
then meld back to the gorgeous
banquet of sound.
It is Eiuel who turns the graceful music into a dour affair.
Eiffel’s fabulous voice goes from
an achy blues singer’s rasp to a
polished soul singer’s serenade.
Ranging from a soft whisper to a
tuneful roar, he is able to express
his lei ! titgs accurately and convincingh
Enters songwriting shows he’s
a veteran craftsman. The always
popular subjects of love and
depression are revealed in innovative word play.
if I could talk it out of you, I
would/If I could beat it inn of
you. I would/ but all I can do is

follow stupidly behind/and watch
you walk to the ocean in your
mind," he sings in a song about a
drug Addict friend in "Mission
Rock Resort."
In "Everything’s N.autifill,"
Eittel quips, "But it ti iiti are
me."
Such dramatics could come
out as being overboard or corny
in the hands of lesser songwriters.
In AMC, Eitiel could not express
himself like this; the rules of rock
prevented him from such shows
of emotiom. With his new band’s
jazzier mood, Eitiel an more
convincingly shine with sincere
sentimentality.
The price is an anwing voyage into the rattled IPA, !WS of
lovers, loners and din!’ Is. I Men
the characters are all Oil ii
Along with FlitiiI’s ins!) confessions, it’s an incredibls depressing
album that sinks you thit k into
misery. While the beautif ii music
soothes the listenet. the Is it s are
unsettling. The album is a show
of sincere emotion though a lavish mix of music and winds.

Eta.

Local H’s
career is
as good as dead
Text by Becki Bell
/don’t know what’s worse; music that is tremendously mediocre, or music that just downright
sucks. After all, music that sucks can still be relatively entertaining.
Unfortunately for Local H, their album "As
Good as Dead" falls into the mediocre category.
The sound is much too much like Dinosaur Jr. to
be interesting, and the lyrical content sounds way
too much like a Nirvana-meets-Mr. Bungle clone.
And honestly, guys; the world needs another
Jr./Mr. Bungle rip-off like it
Ninrana/Dinosaur.
needs another ice age.
This is one of those albums that makes you
shrug your shoulders and go, "eh." It’s horribly
non -original, though it does have a few moments
that most Generation Xers could probably relate to.
If you’ve ever had a had relationship, for example,
the sentiment in the fourth track "Lovey-Dovey" will
probably sound familiar. If you’ve ever been
annoyed by that 1980s time-traveler who spends his
Friday nights at live-venue clubs waving his thumb
and little finger at whoever happens to be on stage
while repeatedly shouting, "You rule," you will probably relate to the lyrics of "High-Fiving MF."
These often-amusing lyrics, however, are really
the only potential save for the lack of originality
that is characteristic of Local H’s musical efforts.
Unfortunately, the jokes themselves are fairly shortlived and don’t last much longer than the first play
of the album.
Nevertheless, I can understand how this band

roi

made it all the way from
prom-season house party performances to their second
compact disc. I can’t imagine that Zion, Ill., could
be particularly well-known for Seattle grunge-style
talent, and it’s easy to see why the local teen community would latch onto this band as hometown
icons. That’s the kind of popularity that attracts the
attention of record labels, which is apparently what
happened in this case.
It’s too bad that this band’s local popularity
probably won’t be able to propel them into any
kind of nationwide spotlight, where they will have
to compete with nine million other
jr./Mr. Bungle rip-offs. The
Nirvana/Dinosaur.
band does make a few half successful efforts at originality; but they are either aimed at the wrong audience or they are just not quite good enough to have
any real impact. Their press release, for example, is
quite beyond ordinary; its author is a sixth-grader,
and the release was apparently written for the kid’s
English class. This little bit of PR comes complete
with teacher’s proofreading marks, a B-minus and
the words, ’Very good, Ian," scrawled at the top.
Cute, but the only people who are ever going to see
it are press people, and it certainly won’t ever he
effective in attracting an audience. Ian, however,
might actually be on his way to a career in public
relations.
Another one of Local H’s mildly-interesting deviations from normal musical behavior is the absence

Fa.
it
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of a bass player, described in the
14 I
the press release (the part that Ian didn’t writ,
as an "adaption" made after their original kiss Tilaser departed the band.
"(Scott) Lucas has a bass pick-up in Ins
that is fed through a bass amplifier t his ii ii is
also hooked up to a standard guitar amplitiii
explained the release, "so it sounds as it Ii is plaing both bass and guitar at the same time I he
result is incredibly full, balls-out, melodit lot k
not sparse alt-rock at all."
A declaration which I, of course, di in’t agree
with. The lack of a bassist makes the 11111s1( s, mud
exactly like what it is a band without a bassist. No
matter what kind of pick-up a guitar !flaw,
it
can never compensate for the full, independent
bass riff that makes modern music what it is II Les
Claypool left Primus nimorrow fin exai Iiple. there
is not a music-enthusiast on this planet w
argue that guitarist Larry Labinde it itld teplai
him with a nice bass pick-up.
I would like to see these mtlsit t.t ii iii, mimething really creative with their unusual two-person
situation, hut they seem to be too aught up in billowing current trends to take any reai iiisin 114 s.
Unfortunately. in a world where must( old% 14,1s
attention if it is different or bar kril k
4,t
ical H is Ii kilt nut
somerme else’s mom,. l
remain in the categin \ it iintitflit td 1111,1,4 ills
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Calendar
April 25 - May 1

April 25

The Usual (400 S. First Street) in San Jose will present War.
Doors open at 8:30 p.m. and tickets are $10 in advance and $12 at
the door. For more information, call 298-9375.

April 26
April 27

The Catalyst in Santa Cruz will present Frank Black plusionny
Polonsky. Showtime is 8:30 p.m. and tickets are $9 in advance and
$10.50 at the door. For more information, call 423-1338.

April 28
April 2 9

PEN Oakland & The Center for Visual Arts invites the public to an
open discussion on "Women in the Media, Included or Excluded" at the
Center for Visual Arts (713 Washington) in Oakland. A panel composed
of women writers, film makers, columnists, activists, and radio and televisions personalities will discuss the role of women in the media, particularly women of color. The event will be held from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. and is
free to the public. For more information, call (510) 548-3306.

Ivan Lins, a Brazilian composer, pianist, vocalist, and multi-Grammy winner will perform at Yoshi’s Nitespot (6000 Claremont) in North Oakland. Concert times are 8 p.m. and
10 p.m. and tickets are $18 Wednesday through Thursday and $22 Friday through Sunday.
For more information of this upcoming jazz celebration, call (510) 652-92(8).

April 30
May 1

Dougie MacLean presents a Scottish traditional solo show at Freight &
Salvage Coffee House (1111 Addison) in Berkeley. Doors open at 7:30 p.m.
and showtime begins at 8:30 p.m. Tickets are $14 in advance and $16.50 At
the door. For more information, call (510) 548-1761.

Human Rights activist Harry Wu will speak on human rights issues in
China and his personal experiences as a political prisoner in China. This
event will be held in Morris Dailey Auditorium at SJSU. The time is 7 p.m.
For more information, call 924-4523.

The 1762 Vienna version of C.W. von Ghic k’s "Orfeo ed Euridice" brings together director
and choreographer Mark Morris and Baroque-period specialist Christopher Hogwrxxl in an
innovative alliance between contemporary dance, classical opera, and historically-informed
musical performance. Performance times are at 8 p.m. in Zellerbach Hall on the UC Berkeley
Campus. Tickets are $34 -$52 and are available through the Cal Performances Ticket Office at
Zellerbach Hall and all BASS ticket outlets. Tickets may also be charged by phone by calling
(510) 642-9988.
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A sign
of the
times
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ey, old man!" I heard someone yell from the
car behind me, just betOre a crumpled one
dollar bill came flying in my direction. It landed on the sidewalk a couple feet behind me, and before it
could blow away in the warm breeze, I ran to retrieve it
and give it to its rightful owner, a man named Bill.
I had pulled over at the corner of Leigh and Moorpark
avenues that afternoon to hang out and talk with him for
awhile. Although the sound of cars whizzing past threat-

1

ened to drown out his soft spoken words, he
pulled up a seat on the rail overlooking
Interstate 280, and I crouched on the sidewalk
against the traffic signal pole to talk for a while
Every day since the beginning of the semester, I had driven by the hunched-over, frail-looking man in his seventies on my way to school.
Every day I would stare at his tattered orange
jacket and faded, gray pants. Every day I’d read
his HOMFI FSS NEED FOOD WORK sign,
and every day I’d drive right past him until
Tuesday.
On Tuesday I got to thinking about how I’m
always saying that everybody has a story. I’m
always saying that if you’re not part of the solution, you’re part of the problem. I remembered
the time last month when it was raining, when I
watched someone in a van pull over and tenderly dress Bill in a plastic parka.
I felt like a hypocrite.
So I pulled over on the side of the road to
give him a couple bottles of water and to ask
him how is day was going. I felt nervous, as if
he might reject my offering of water and conversation. I felt like he might look at me funny
and wonder what I was doing on his corner.
I realized I was feeling the way he’s probably
felt a thousand times.
He sighed, looked over at the street corner,
and said, Well, I had a can of orange soda
right there, and now it’s gone. I’ve looked
everywhere and I can’t find it."
He seemed genuinely distressed. I have no
idea why he needed that particular can so
badly, but I realized he viewed it as a possession
that could not be readily replaced.
Bill said he’d been coming to that corner
about two and a half years. He said things went
downhill after several trips to Valley Medical
Center, once for a double bypass, the others
when he broke each of his thigh bones in falls,
and had to have metal pins and plates replace
fractured bone.
Bill said he is not homeless. His social security check is just enough to cover a one bed-

I realized that the the water I gave him
won’t change the way things are. I know that
when I slow down tomorrow long enough to
give him a cup of black coffee, his favorite, I
wouldn’t have helped him that much.
Then again, it couldn’t hurt.

http://agl.gatech.edu/otis/otis.html
This spot is designated for those artists
who would like their work to be seen by
other artists. The Operative Term Is
Stimulate site allows artists to submit t
works and trade art ideas with othe.5 tists,
that can
while learning other art fo
enhance one’s own masterp c
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room apartment which he shares with a friend
in South San Jose. They pool together what
money they can for utilities, final and bus fare.
His friend sleeps on an old mattress she’s
had for a while. He sleeps on a stack of hospital-issue, three-inch thick plastic pads, one from
each time he was in the hospital.
Not a glamorous life.
I asked Bill what he thought about people
who say panhandlers live better than other people, without having to work. At this he almost
smiled. He reached into his pocket for a nearempty pack of CPC cigarettes, and said his life
is anything but glamorous. He leaves his house
at 6:10 a.m, each day to stand on his corner
and hold his sign. He looked down on it and
said, to be truthful, he should cross off the part
about working because he really wasn’t able to
physically, as much as he would like to.
I asked Bill what he thought about people
who would say that his economic and social
condition is his own fault.
He paused, then said, "They’re right. It is
our own fault. It’s not about not wanting to live,
it’s about not looking forward far enough when
you’re a young person. It’s about not planning
things Out."
Bill said he never meant it to be this way. He
had dreams when he was young. He did not
want to grow up to be an old man on the corner. But the only family he has is a cousin in
Los Altos, and they don’t get along.
We talked fir a few more minutes, until Bill
politely told me he should probably stand back
out on the corner. Occasionally during our conversation, people had tossed change out their
windows, or honked for me to give him their
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Week of April 25 - May 1
Aries
(March 21- April 19): Every time you turn
around, it seems someone has a bone to pick
with you. You are trying very hard these days
to satisfy everyone and you are trying desperately to keep the peace with even those you
dislike. Still, no matter hinv hard you try, people are yelling at you with %ell’ little regard to
your feelings. You’ve been patient, and you
have been taking the heat long enough. Now
it is time to stand up for yourself. Get a little
defensive if you must.

(Sept. 23- Oct. 22): Vim are applying for A very important position but
you have no idea whether you even qualify. Chances are if you don’t present your potential employers with a damned good reason why they
should hire you, you can basically kiss the job goodbye. You may think
your something special, but you’re one of many. You’re standing in a
long line. Be sure to present yourself as the best and bring materials with
you that support your plathirm. If you leave your interview feeling unsure
and lacking in confidence, chances are you blew it.
Scorpio
(Oct. 23- Nov. 21): Hakes seldom make it in the
real world. If you are graduating from college and
are considered a flake by your peers and your prolessors, good luck. There are very few jobs seeking
to hire flakes. If you’re unsure what qualifies you as
a flake, chances are you are one already.

Taurus
(April 20 - May 20):1t seems those nasty projects you have been working so
hard on never seem to end. It may be the project is rno complex or the project
requires more than one person. Whatever the case, you can be sure that the project will linger for some time. Try hard to see it through without giving up,
because while the project may seem unrewarding now, it will be a joyful moment
when it is finally complete.
Gemini
(May 21 -June 20): Sometimes people have to do things even if they don’t want to.
No matter how opposed you are, you are faced with a do or die situation and despite
your right to fight for what you believe in, a situation has presented itself and may
require you to give in .just to keep from sacrificing something you have worked hard
to maintain. The final outcome is the most important consideration right now, so
give this some thought before deciding. If you risk losing your integrity over this,
weigh that as heavy. What ever decision you make, you won’t regret it; just go with
what feels right.
Cancer
(June ’21 -July 22): Don’t tell secrets this week if you expect them to remain in
silence. People who are normally trustworthy fail to keep your secrets hidden from
those you call your enemies. There is no harm meant by your friends, just lack of
communication. What you may call a secret others interpret as no big deal. If you
need to indulge your deepest, darkest secrets, call your shrink. Play it safe and if you
must tell your friends your problems, be specific and clear when you say it is a secret.
Leo
(July 23-Aug. 22): Loneliness is beginning to take its toll on you. You have been
trying to reach out and make contacts in hope that your loneliness will soon disappear. Your friends are helping to fill the void, but the bottom line is you’re suffering
from internal loneliness and friends are not going to help it go away. You need to
look deep inside yourself and find the real issues. Think about your childhood. Were
you the child who sat alone on a Saturday afternoon while the other children played
outside? Much of your current loneliness could be left over from childhood.

Sagittarius
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Love is a concept you seem to
be unfamiliar with. In fact, you are even a little disillusioned. You have thoroughly tried to understand
your past lovers and you have tried to maintain long
lasting relationships. You think you have been doing
everything the right way, hut you fail to look at what
it is you’re doing wrong. It is a good idea to contact
past lovers and ask them the questions you want
answered. Find out why the relationship went sour
and find out what you could have done to salvage it.
Capricorn
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Revenge is sweet, except
when it concerns a situation that will most likely
backfire. Look both ways before crossing. You
may be screwing yourself instead of someone you
think deserves to be screwed.
Aquarius
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18): You and your mother have
had problems in the past. but never anything long
lasting. This time, however, your latest fight is
something to be concerned about. You have tried
to work out your problems in the past by making
the first move to resolve the matter, but this time
forgiveness seems out of reach. The two of you are
very angry at one another and neither you nor
your mother has any desire to make up. This fight
encompasses a lot more than a recent dispute.
Much of what is causing anger is drudged tip
memories from the past. Ride the tide and eventually one of you will initiate a reconciliation.
Pisces
(Feb. I9-March 20):
This week holds a special
day for you, fish. You cannot possibly expect what is
about to happen, just
beware. You will be pleased.

Virgo
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Time fir a tarot reading. Your future holds many surprises you may want to know
about. Relationships, business ventures, pregnancies, family crisis and financial distress are all in the cards.
There are other less important, but interesting, insights the tarot cards can provide. While finding out your
future may not be able to necessarily change it, it can better equip you in how to deal with it.
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